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PREFACE

This group o? yapers on the comparison of’the performance
of six aircraft-propulsion systems we.apre~ared%y members of the
I?ACAFlight Prop’ulsion Researth Laboratory staff under the direc-
tion of Mr. Ben:emin Pinkel end was presented at the mee$ing 03’
the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences on Aircraft Propulsion
Systems held in Clevelandj Ohio, on Maroh 28, 1947.
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TEC’ENICtiNOTtiNo, 1343““,,
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PERFORMANCE AND RANGIS OF APPLICATION OF VARIOUS TYPES

OF AIRCRAFT-PROPULSION SYSTl14

By C~eveland Laboratory Ste@f

SUMMARY

A discuseion of’the performance characteristics of (1) the
compound engine, (2) the turbine-pro~eher engine (3) the
turbojet engine, (4) the turbo-ram-jet engine, (5~ the ram-jet
engine, azzd(6) the.rocket engine is presented. An insight is
Trovided into the proper position of each of these engine types
in the speed-range spectrum of aircraft operation. Both subsonic
and supersonic flight are considered.

It is shown that the compound engine, which has the greatest
weight per unit thrust and also the lowest specific fuel con-
sumption, gives the longest range. As the speed is increased, the
increased engine weight and nacelle drag result in a reduction in
the disposable load that the airplane is capable of carrying and
hence in a reduction in the range. Thereforej as speed is
increased it is necessary to progress to engine types that provide
greater thrust per unit weight and per unit frontal area, gener-
ally at the cost of an increased specific fuel consumption and
resultant decreased range. It 3.sshowq that the turbine-propeller
engine provtdes better performance on the basis of current values
of weight per unit thrust than the other engines considered at
moderate speeds and altitudes but that a large reduction in weight
per unit thrust is required in this type of engine to make it
suitable for high-speed operation in the subsonic range. At high-
speed flight in the subsonic range it is desirable to shift to the
turbojet engine.

At supersonic speeds, the range of the airplane increases
with increased flight speed and.altitude for each of the propulsion
systems considered. The ram jet gives the longest range of the
power plants considered and is approached by the turbo-ram-jet
engine only when it appr~aches the rem Jet in operation, that is,
when the pressure ratio across the compressor reaches unity in ,
value. The turbo-rem-jet engine, however, has an advantage over
the ram-~et engine in that it can be designed to provide the com-
bination of app&eciable thrust for take-off and good high-speed
performance.
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The rocket engine when applied to an airplane, beoause d its
low weight per unit thrust and its compactness, gives the highest
disposable load, but because of its extremel.yhigh specific propel-
lant consumption-givesthe shortest range.
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This ~OUp of

3

IN’IROIXKll!ION

papers is presented to provide an insight’into
the most suitabZe aircraft operational ranges of six typ~- of
propulsion system ngw under development. A comparison-is made of
the performance characteristics of (1) the compound engine, (2) the
turbine-propeller engine, (3) the turbo~et engine, (4) the turbo-
ram-jet engine, (5) the rsm-jet engine, and (6) the rocket engine.
The position of each d-these engine types in the aircraft speed.-
range spectrum Is indicated.

The position of each of these engine types in the speed-range
spectrum of aircrsft operation is dependent on the assumptions
made with ~egard to the pvwer plant and the airplane. No single
set of assumptions satisfy all types of aircraft application and
operational procedure. 13aprovementein the design of the engine
and the associated airplane influence the results. Furthez?nore,
at flight conditions where only a small difference in performance
exists between two engine types~* the choice of power plant is
determined by such factors as simplicity of design and installa-
tion, eese of maintenance, cost of the engine, reliability, and
availability’of the desired size. Therefore, it.is not the pur-.
pose of these papers to define precise= the zones of fltght
operation for each engine type but to provide an approximate
indication as a basis for illustrating the relation between the
engine characteristics and the position of the engine in the
flight-operational spectrum.

With this limited ob~ective, no attempt was made to design
the best atrplane for each engtne type nor to lay out the best
flight plan, but rather to set Up the simple a.esuptions listed
in the appendix with the belief that they are not overly prejudi-
cial to any one of the engine types. Sub8qnic and supersonic
flight-speed,ranges and acc~panying differences in design &d
perfozznancecharaoteri&tics are considered.

Each combination of flight speed and ~ltitude in the analysis
is considered a desi~ point in that the engine is assumed to be
designed specifically for cruise operation at that point. A COM-
plete analysis of any engine for a specific application requires
a consideration of the perfo~ance ~ a fixed engine over a range
of conditions some of which may be far from the design point. The
various engine types differ in the sensitivity of their perfomnance
to shift in conditions from the design point. In particular scme
engines provide greater thrust for take-off and climb than do
others for equal thrust in the cruise condition,
adaptable for application of thrust augmentation

and some “me more
methods for these

/’
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short-duration operations. A complete study that considers these
factors would involve many arbitrary assumptions. The present
smalysis was limited therefoi’eto a consideration of a series of
desiga points @ the cruise conditions with the belief that the
results would be indicative provided that the limitations M the
analysis ave clearly born in mind.

The weight of the engine per unit thrust is = important
factor in the determination of.the load-csz&ying capacity @ an
airplane equipped with the engine. The hi~er the wel@t 6f the
power plant for a givem thrust, the lower, of course, is the dis-
posable load that-may be carried by the airplane. In the case of
the compound, the+rbo~et ,.and the turbine-propeller engines, the
weight eetimatea were guided %y a consi&atlon of-the weights of
engines that have been built and tested. The cornpgnentsof the
compound engine, nsmely the reciprocating engine, the exhaust=gas
turbine, and the supercharger, have been the subjecticf intensive
developqemt over a long period of time and no large changes in
weight in conventional designs of these component=.are anticipated,
The developmentof the twoturbinti enginesis recent and a signlfi-
caat reduction in weight per unit thrust may be achieved by refine-
ment in design, improvement in materiqle, and incz’~asein pezzuissible
gna temperature throu@ the u+e of’turbine cooli~. On”the other
hand, efforts to provide greater life and adequate automatic control
tend’to increase engine weight. The comparison of these,pwer plants
on the baais of weight is therefore trarmitory. The improvement in
performance of an airplane equipped with turbine-pbopeller engines
that results from a reduction in engine weight is discussed. The
results OF the analysts are plotted in a form permitting rapid
evaluation of the improvement in airplane performance that can be
obtained with a reduction in engine weight.

The performance values cf the turbine engines presented are
based on cmmponent efficisnci,esthat have been achieved in labora-
tory investigations on research compressors and ttibines designed
for high efficiencies. These efficiencies have not yet been obtained
on components of current turbine engines. Althou@ the specific
fuel consumption used in this snalysis for the turbine engines are
considerably better th6n obtained in currentpractice, they are not
outside reasonable expectation.

The comparison of the actual performance of airplanes equipped
with various t~es of’engine must take into account such factors as
flight plan, part throttle efficiency, rese~e fu<l for emergency,
division of disposable load between pay load and fuel, and other
practical considerations. These considerations change with type of
application and with ttie. It was therefore considered undesirable—
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to sacrifice @2fJ~d~*y IV arbitrary assumptions in this c.onnecti.on.
Instea& the perfcn’mmce of the ~~io~ engines are presentw!iin a
form to illustrate their eesential character?sttcs and to permit

application cf’any desired ass’.nup%imees to flight operation.

At any given flight speed and altitude, the merit of a given
propulsion system is judged on: (a) the percentage of initial
gross weight still avaf]able for d,ispoaab”leJ@d (fuel load plus
pay load) after the weight of the propulsion system required to
obtain the desired .-performanceis deducted; and (b) the rate per
mile that disposable load is consumed (as fuel) per ton of initial
airplane gross ~~i@it to fly at the desired speed and altitude.
The ratio of (a) to (b) is the approximate rneximumrange for the
given application.

The results of the computations are sunmarized by curves for
all of the engine t~es at various sFeeds and altitudes plotted
with tho disposable load per pound of gross weight aa tie ordinate,
the fuel rate in pounds per mile per ton of ~OSS weight x the
ahsciesa, and the approximate range as a thlr~ scale. Afaotor ““.
that corrects the approx~mate range for the effect of the change
in the gross weight of the airplane during the flight is also
shuwn. In such a plot, it is expected that.for any cm”een@ne
type as the flight speed is increased the disposable load per
Qound of airplene weight is decreased.?Iecwse of the increased
engine wei@t required to supply the incraased thrust, and that
a s-peedis re~hed at whic~ it beocraesdesirable to shift to = ‘‘
engine type having a lower wei@t per unit thruet in order to
restore the disposable load even if it results in an increase in
fuel rate per ton-mile. Thus the trend toward i~creased speeds
is expected to he accompanied by”a shift toward engine types
having lwer weight per net thrust usually at the cost of ail
increased fuel consumption.

The performance chsracter%tics of the various propulsion
systems and their positi.a in ihe operational spectrum are dis-
oussed in the individual sections of this report and are sum-
merize~ in-a final seotion.

. ..

.. . . . ... . --
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I - TEE COMPOUND ENGINE

Description

The compound engine generally considered
sion consists of a conventional reciprocating

6

for aircraft propul-
engine, a stead,y-

flow exhaust-ges turbine,
— -— .

and an auxiliary supercharger. A p&er
plant of this type is diagrammatically illustrated i.nfigure 1-1.
The engine exhaust gas is ducted to the turbine, which is provided
with a nozzle for set propulsion. The turbine drives the auxiliary
supercharger and the excess turbine power is delivered to the engine
shaft though
engine charge
of the systa.u
propeller.

gearing. An intercooler is provided for cooling ttie
air after the auxiliary compressor. The shaft power
is converted to propulsive power by means of the

E@&ne Performance

The performance chtiacteristics presented are for a compound
engine comprising a four-row air-cooled engine of 4360-cubic-inch
displacement and are based.on the results of d~amometer-stand
investigations of a multicylinder air-cooled engine of 2800-cubic-
inch displacement. Turbine and auxiliery-supercharger efficiencies
of 80 yercent and an intercooler effectiveness of 50 percent were
assumed. The efficiency of the gems between the turbine and the
engine was taken as 95 percent.

One of the principal yariables sffecting the performance of
the compound engine is the ratio of engine-exlhaust(turbine-inlet)
pressure to inlet-manifold pressure pe/~. An increase in this

ratio increases“turbinepower but decreases engine power. An
optimum efiaust pressure exists for which the net petiormance of
the system is a maximxn. This effect is illustrated in figure I-2
where breke horsepower and brake specific fuel consumption (fuel
only) me plotted against pe/~ for three altitudes and two

power levels (approximatelycruise and rated powers for the engine).
The curves are for a flight speed of 400”miles per hour; however,
their shape will not change greatly for other flight speeds.

The curves show that the minimwu specific fuel consumption is
obtained at a higher value of pe/~ then that corresponding to

maximum power. A value of pe/~ of 1.0 represents a good c&-

promise for all operating conditions and subsequent f&zres are
based on this value.
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The brake power increases initially with ?.ncreasingaltltude
and reaches a msximum at an altitude between 30,000 and 50,000 f=et.
The eventnal.decrease in power at high altitudes is a result prin-
cipally of the increasing charge temperatures In the intake mani-
fold and consequent decreasing indicated power.

The specific fuel consumption decreasm with increasing altttude
.prfncipallyas a result of incr~ased turbine power, For altitudes
between 30,000 and “50,000fe~t, the tiprovegent fg efficiency is
small and as altitude ie furtker increased the specific fuel con-
sumption will eventually pass through a.minimum value~ Thfs effect
is due mainly to the inoreaee~ supercharger qnd engine friction
power per pbund &..charge alr as hfluence~by th~ comtant =b~.ent
temperature.above the “tropoyauda.

Brake specific f!uelconmmptions &’ 0.43 and 0.35 pound per
horsepower-hour for sea level and 30,000 fee< respectively, are
indicated at pe/ym= 1.0 for the crnise condi.ticm(fig, I-2(a)),

The fuel coneumptlons for the rated-power condition are necessarily
higher hecause of’the richer fuel-air mixture required.

The specific fuel consumption on a net-thrust-horsepowerbasis
is plotted against flight speed in fi@~e Z-3 for the s@me altitudes
and power levels as in figure I-2. The ~~eciflc fuel consumption in
this cese.includes both fuel and oil ant ihe net thruet power on
which it..tibased ‘includesthe propeller 10sf3esjC~O~w dr% P~~r~
and exhaust-$et thrust power. The specific oil consumption, breed
on the brake power of.the reciproca.tlngOn$tie ~ly} w= t-en ~
0.010 and 0,015 pound per horsepower-hour for the cruise- and
rated-power.condition@, respectively. we P~OQel~er efficfeMY
for-thfs and subsequent fi&es me e&umed equal to 85 percent
far Mach numbers up to about 0.6 and decreased at hjghor Maoh num-
bers tm accordance with”tefftidata. (See the apTendix.) me l~e~t
flight--wpeedsplotted ~e thoseat which available ram pr6smre
(O.9 of iiyhamlcQressure) is just gufficient to maintain an av~rage
engine cy~er.head temperature of 450° F. “

The fuel consumption for the cruise conditlm decT@=es, as in
figure.I-2= with increasing altitude for the range cowred (fig. I-3(a)),
and will,.as p~”viously stated, eventually reach a minimum value as

“the &l.titudeis “furtherincreased. At rated pmer, the cooling ~43
P~er is very Large at 50,000 feet and the altitude for minimum
thrust horse~er speclfjc fuel consumption is 10Ss *h&n 50,000 feet
(fig.‘I,3(b)), Values of Specftiicfuel consumption of about 0.5Z
and 0.40 pound pek rietthrust horsepower.hour era ‘jndicatodat sea
level @d 30,000 ~eet, “respectlvelyjfor the a“~i~e condi~on” ~“
correqmndlng valtiesfor rated power are about 10 and 15 perCent–
higher, respectively.

?

b
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. In order to facilitate compq’@on with the jet-propulsion
power plants, which will be discmeed in the subsequent parts of
this Yepcrt, the specific-fuel-cOnsun@ion.d.atLaof ~iww 1-3 ez”e
shown in figure I-4’on the basis of net thrust. Net .thrnstspecific
fuel consumption is plotted against flight Spee&for the sme
altitudes and power levels aa in figure 1-3. .Thealmost linear
increase of thrust fuel couulnpbion witiispeed is a direct reflec-
tion of.the approximately co-~tant thrust horsepower fuel con-,
WX@ions shown in figure 1-3, The variation tith”altitude is
the.same as before, At cruise poyer, a value of about 0.14 pound
per hour per pound of thrust is obtainod at 100 miles per hour for
sea-level operation increasing to 6.57 pound per hour per pound
of thrust at 500 miles per hour and 30,000 feet (fig. I-4(a)).

The net thrust in pounds per square foot d’ nacelle frontal
area is plotted against flight s~eed in figure Z-5 ~or the same
conditions as figures I-3 and I-4. The frontal araa USA ti c“qlcu-
lating these curves is that of the &our-row air-cooled engine

assumed for the reciprocating-engine.component of.the cmpound ‘
engine ylus .allo’wancefor nacelle clearance (engtne diameter plus
3 in.), The thrust per unit frontal’area could theoretically be
increesed by adding more row8 of cylindem to an engine of-the
same diameter; however, four rows represent the maximum n-aber
currently used in large engines. The curves in figure 1-5 are -
approximately right hyperbolas; therefore, @oubIing the fli@t
speed halves the thrust. T%@ variation is expect~inasmuch ..
as thrust horsepower is substantially cunstant over the speed
range. The thrust varies with altitude in about the seinemanner
as the brake power, which was previcmsQ discussed. For-cruise
power at 100 miles per hour @d sea level, @ thrust of about
360 pounds per square foot of frontal area is obtained decreasing
to87 pounds per square foot at 500 miles per hour and 30,000 feet
(fig. I-5(a)). The corresponding values for rated power are about
68 and 58percent higher, re~pectively (fig. I-5(b)).

The difference between net thrust and nacell~ drag””inpounds
per square foot of nacelle fpntal area is presented in figure I-6.
The drag coefficient used for calculating ~celle drag was based
on the result of wind-ttiel investigations and had a value of
0.056 up to a Mach numberof 0.5, increasing to 0.065 at a Mach
number of 0,7. (See the appgnaix,) Comp=ison of figures I-5
and I-6 shows that nacelle drag is practically negligible excep~ ‘
at the higher portion ofthe Spt3edrange coyered.

The thz-us%delivered by the compound epgiriepar pound of
engine weight is shown in. figurp I-7. The.wei@ values ueed in
this figure include: the copstant weight ~ the reciprocating’
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.engZneand the.e.tiiliaries;the weight of the auxiliary compressor,
turbine, and Intercooler, which var:ed with altitude; and the weight
of the propeller, which v~ied with power, flight speed, and alti- .
tude. The curves in figure 1-7 are similar to thoee infl.gure 1-5
except for changes introduced by the variations In power-plant
weigh%. For cruise power, a thrust of aboutil.2 pouhds per pound
of engtne-weight is indicated at 100 miles per hour and sea level
decreasing to about 0.27 pound per pouqd at 500 rnllesper hour and
30,000 feet (fig, I-1’(a)). The corre~ponding values at-rated power
are about 50 pertienthigher (fig, I-7(b)),

L=-Range Characteristics ,

Accurate Interpretation of power-plant performance in terms
of airplane load-range characteristics is complicated and involves
detailed considerations of airplane design, flight plan, and other
factors. An approximate evaluation that can %e used to illustrate
the comparative performance of the different engiues in the sub-
sonic range of flight speed, however, can be made rather stiply.
The gross weight of the airplane per unit frontal area of the engine
nacelle 3,sgiven by

,’ W&= F-%L .—-
A AD

.

where ‘ --

w. gross weight of ai~lane, pounds
m -/

A nacelle frontal ar13&,

F net ‘thrust-tiengine,

Dn nacelle drag, pounds

—.

square feet

pounds

L/D ltiti-dragratio of airplane without naoellep

The difference betw--net-thrust and nacelle
represents the thrust~vailable for overcoming the
rest of the airplane. ~0 caae: gre c~sid?req: .

drag l’-~
drag of the

(1) Constant L/D: The value of L/D .is taken as 18 at
all flight conditions.

(2) Limiting Win$ 10ti: The value oti/D is taken as 18
only at flight condttiom where the resulting wing loading is

(1)

—
●

�

.

. .
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80 pounds per square foot or
value of L/D is reduced to
square foot.

lese; at other flight conditions
give a wing loading or 80 pounds

10

the
per

Using the previo~ly shown thrust min~ nacelle-drag character-
istics of the power plant (fig. 1-6), the @oss wei&t per unit
frontal area was calculated for ranges of flight speed and alti-
tude at a given pow6r level of the engine,

The disposable
area U taken as

where .

load of the airplane per

w~._Wg -we-we

A- A

—

unit nacelle fron!~al

(2)

Wd total disposable Loadj pounds

w~ structureweight, pounds

we
. ...

power-plant weight (Including propeller), pounds -t-

The structure weight Ws including control equipment was
~sumed to be 40 percent of the gross weight, which is an average
value for large conventional aircraft. From equation (2), it is
seen that the disposable load can be obtained from the gross weight
(equation (1)) and the power-plant weight.

The disposable load per pound of gross weight Wdfi8 is
obtained by dividing equation (2) by equation (1}.

The initial fuel rate in pounds pm tile per square foot of
nacelle frontal area is given hy

where

w-f‘ initial fuel rate, poun@ per

Wf fuel flow, “poundsper hour

To flight speed, miles per how

mi18

. .

(3)
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Values of wf/F and F/A can be obtafned from fQures 1-4

and 1-’5,respectively, for various fljght speeds -andaltitudg8 thus
permitting calculation of wf’/A. The tnitial fuel rate in

per mile per pounp of gro~g wei~t wf[/Wg canbe obtained

dividing equation (3) byequation (1),

If the entire dis~ose,bleload is”considered to be fuel
tank”weight, a range fictor
relation

KR=

The factor 1/1.1 accounts for fuel-tank
assumed to be 10 percentti the fuel weight.

is obtained by
—.

pu-lds

by

plus
the

(4)

weight, which yas
For the compound

F -—

.

e~inej ae previ&ly mentioned, the f’ueiwwight also includes the
lubrfcattig-oilw-sight; *

—

The=ccmrectionfaotor K allows for deviations in flight plan
and for the progressive-reduction in gross weight and, hence, reduc-
tion in required fuel rate during the flight. The value of K is .

the ratio ofithe average to the initial_fuel rate ‘permile per ton
of initial gross weight,. It may be tom@.ed for &y desired fli@t
plan. (See the appendix.) Illustrative values”-@f K &re giien
based on the Breguet r~e equation, which is derived on the assulqp-
tton that L/D and spec~ic fuel .conemgption(on_a horsepower
basis) rmnain constant during flight. Constfit L/I requ~es a
change in speed or altitudg during the course of the fli~t, hence
theoperating spee% ati”altitudes to be ~reaented”correspond to

—
—

inttial values of these variables.

The load-range characteristics of
cruise power for the case otionstan.t
where the disposable load per pound of

-.

the compound englno at
L/D are shown In figure I-8(a)
grose weight W@g is

—plotted against the initial fuel rate per ton of gro~e wei$ht
2000 wf’/Wg for a range of flight speeds at -altitudesaf 0} 15,000,’

30,000, and 50,000 feet. A similar plot-for the rated-power”condi-
tion is given in f&ur~ ~-8(b). Flight speeds be-low200 hlles per ‘
hour were not considered.in f@ure I-Q-;speeds above 500 miles per
hour were omitted because of.the rapid increase 3n naoelle-drag
power anddecreaae in prap.ellerefficiency and en$ine thrust attend-
ing operat.ion..at._t.tg.h@9~”s PeSd:* “...”..,;. .:. * ___

At constant altitude, an increase in speed resultw in an
increase in fuel rate and a decrease in disposable load. At

“
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constant speed, an increase in altitude
fuel rate and an increase in load up to
30.000 feet with subsequent decrease in

12

results in a decrease in
an altitude of about
load as altitude is furth&

in&eased. This effec~ is more marked at higher flight speeds.
For most of the flight conditions, cruise-power operation results
in slightly lower disposable loads and fuel rates than rated-power
operation. At low altitude-high speed conditions, however, cruise
power Y?sults in markedly lo%m diqmsable”load and higher fuel
rate then rated p“o-wer.The maximum values of-disposable load for
the operattng conditions covered are about 0.51 and 0.54 pound per “
pound of gross weight for cruise- and rated-power oyeration,
respectively, end are obtained at 200 miles per hour over a r-e
of altitudes from sea leval to 30,000 feet. Minimum tnitial fuel
rates of about 0.12 (cruise power) and 0,14 (rated powerj pound
per ton-mile are indicated.overa ranga of speeds at tha higher
altitudes:

For the case of no pay load, that is, the entire disposable
load is fual plus tank, the ranga f=tor KR” at q spe~~ ELIId
altitude is obtained from the slcpe of a“line drawn through the
origin and the point in quastion. The slopeof such a line is
equal to the.ratio of the disposable load to the initial fuel rate
(equation (4)). A scale is included in figure”I-8 for convenience
in estimating KR; a curve of the variation M the correction
factor K with disposable load is gi~en to permit calculation of
the actual range.

Maximum range is obtained at the operating point giving the
line of “maximumslope, which is seen to be at 200 mfle~ Per how
and 30jO00 feet for both cruise- and rated-power operation
(fig. I-8). The value of KR for the cruise-powar condition is
about 7400 miles (fig. I-8(b)); the value of K for the corre-
sponding disposable load is .0.74f~”o?nwhich the actual meximm

7400range is ~ ‘r 10,000 miles. Tha maximum range is slightly less

for the rated-power condition; however, at the high& flight
speeds graatar range is obtained for the ratad-power than for the
cruise-pawer condition.

The allowable pay load for a specific range may also be
estimated from ffgure I-8. A line is drawn from the origin to the
desirad range, fOr eX~Ple KR equals 2000 &les (fig. I-8(a)).
Than the vartical distance from a given spaed-altitude ofierating
point to the line is the pay load par pound of gross weight and.”
the rest of the vertical distance down to the abscissa is the fuel
10d (phu3 tank) per pOund of grOBS wef@t. me value of K is
obtained corresponding to this value of fuel load (plus tank) per
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gross weight from the plot on the left-hand side of the figure.
(See the appendix.) !Thefuel load bbtained in thig ma~ti $8 only
the amount required to cover the desired.distance: reserv% fuel
for emergencies would therafore be charged a@lmt the pay load,

Additional wei@t breakdown of the airplane can also be obtained
from”figure I-8. Inmmuch as the figure is based on the assumpbinn
of structural weight equal to 40 percent of the grwe we~ght, the
vertical distance from an ordinate value of 1 dowx””to0.6 ie the
structural weight per unit~os”s weight and the vgfiical distanco
from 0.6 to any speed-altitude operating point represents the power-
plarrt(including~rc@63.ler)“weightpe~’unit gross weight. Thc3
impro~ement that is obtainable by a rdduction in structural we~ght
or power-plant weight can be readily indicated oh the .figw?e. For
example, if the structural wei@t per”unit gross weight were
reduced from 0:4 to 0.3 all the curves would be rafsed 0.1; for a
reduction in powsr-plant weight, each curve point ~uid h=rais-ed
a percentage amount of tha vertical disttsnc.ebetw~@ the point @
the structural weight line (the 0.6 ordinate in fig. 1-8] equal.to
the perceiit~e reduction in pow~r-pl.ant(including pro??e~ler).
wefght. - .

It is evident that where the operating point is close to the
etructuraLwei@t line (0.6 in fig, .I-8)~for c3xsm’@le,at a low
flight spe@, there iti”lit-tleimprovement to be gained by reduc-
tion in engine weight; however, where the operati~ point is
appreciably below the 0.6 ordinate, for example, at hi@ flight
speeds, large imyrotiementi(large..upw~dQig@2cemeijt “ofthe opor-
ating point) can’be achieved by the same percentage reduction in
engineweight. .

The effect of a change in L/’D cazrbeindicate&infiguro I-8
for any given .speed-eltitudeoperating point by moV@3 the PoiQt
along a lfne =passingthrou~ the Qperating point ,agdpoint X
(located at the coordinates abscissa= O, ordinate = structu~a~
weight line (0.6 fn fig. 1-8)) on the.b~is that ~he distance d’
the operatin point from point X is inversely.propoyt.ionalto.the

rvalue of L D. The validity of th@ procedure can %e ascertained
from examination of equations (1), ~2), and (3). The effect Of ~
change in the rat,io r of nacslle hag.to angine ~~t cm be
indicated in a similar manner on the basis that the.distance frOM
the operating point.to thqpotnt Xig I.nvers.e>yprcportional”t.o.
1 - r. For example,“at500 miles per hgucand 30,000 feet altt-
tude””thevalues of cruise power thrust and nacelle drag are
appmxirnatwly 90 a“iid’20po~ds per square footl respectively
(figs. I-5(a) and I-6(a)), hence .1 - r = 0.78* If ths

r

.

.—

.

.
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.

.

nacelle drag were reduced to zero (completely submerged installa-
tion), 1 - r = 1 end the effect of this change is obtained m
figure I-8(a) by moving the operating point to point A where tie
distance XA is 78 perter.tof the distance fromX to the original
operating point.

The characteristics shown inhfigure 1-..8apply only for the
assumptions made ~n this analysis. The sssumptio~are repre-
sentative of normal practice rather than of special applications.
More than the 10,000aile l’angeindicated could be obtained~ for
example, by overloading the airplane, which would be equivalent
to changing the assumption of structural weight equal to 40 psr-
cent of the gross weight, Lower flight speeds would ah30 improve
the range, \

The L/D value of 18 (ftg. I-8) would predicate extremely
high wing loadings and attendant high take-off and landing speeds
for airplanes designed to fly in the high speed-lcw altitude
range. This condition is corrected in the limited wiug-lc@l@g
calculation wherein L/D was so ad$ust.edas not to exce,efla wing
loading of .80pounds per square foot over the tinge of cperati~n
covered. !l?hefollowlng table lists the flight spe9ds anfialti-
tudes at which a wing loading of 80 @ounde per squa&e foot is
compatible with an L/D value of 18:

Altltude, ft o 15,000 30,000 50,000 ‘

Flight speed.”mph 214 270 350 550

At high6r ‘speeds, L/D was reduced to values consistent with a
wing load of 80 pounds per squake foot3 at lower speeds, L/D waa
maintained constant at 18 with attendant reduction in wing loading.
The load-range characteristics for the assmnption of limited Wing
loading are shown in figure I-9. Compmison of figures I-8 atidI-9
shows that the high-altitude points md the.low a.ltitud”e-lowspeed
points are not appreciably affected by the wing-loading limitation;
therefore, the maximum range is still 10,000 miles. The sea-level
high-speed characteristics are, however, seriously fmpair6d, as .is
illustrated in figure 1-10 where the sea-level curve froBfig-
ure I-9(a) is supertiposed on the”cwrves of figure I-8(a)”, At
400 miles per hmw, the fnitial fuel rate has been increased from ‘
0.21 pound per ton-mile for a constan!value of L/D of 28 to
0.39 pound per ton-tile for a constant wing loading of 80.poi.u&s
per square foot an’dthe corresponding disposable load has been “
reduced from 0.36 to 0.15 pound per pound of gross weight.

Included in figure I-9 are several operating points fop a
turbosupercharged reciprocating engine. Point B (figs. I-9(a)
and I-9(b)) is for a turbosupercharged engine operating at a
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flight speed of 200 miles per hour and an altitude 0530,000 feet.
Points C and D (ffg. I-9(a)) are for 500 miles per hour and alti-
tudes of 50,000 and 30,000 feet, respectively. The performance al?
the turbosupercharged engine is obtained by assuming that all d the
engine exhaust gas passes through the tmb-ine (that is, closed waste
gate) and that the engine exhaust preesure (turbine-inletpressure)
is that which providee just enough turbine power to drive the auxil-
iary supercharger. The turbine and auxiliary supercharger eff’i-
clencies are the same as used for the compound en@ne (that is,
80 percent).

At 200 milee per hour and 30,000 feetl the range of the turbo-
supercharged engine is about 75 percent of that fo–rthe canpound
engine. A comparison of the curves for 500 fiileeper hoiu’shows
that at’a given altitude the compound engine gives considerably
greater range than the turbosupercharged engine.

Conclusion

The results of this study chow that with the compound engine,
greateet reage is obtained at low-to-moderateflight speeds and
moderate-to-high altitudes, The load-carrying capactty IS good
at low speeds over a r-e of altitudes and economy is good over
a range & speeds at relatively high altitudes. Comparison of “
the characteristics of the cmnpound engine”wlth those of the other

power plants will be made in subsequent parts of this report.-A
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II - THE TURBINE-PROPELLER ENGINE

Description

The gae turb~.nemay be used to replace the reciprocating engine
as a drive for a conventional propeller. A sche-maticdiagrem of
such a @an is shown in figure II-1. A compresacr inducts cold air
from the atmosphere and compresses it to a nigh press.ar9. Fuel is
mixed with the co~piaes~ed air ard burned and the gCLS is eqded
through the turbine to approxi~tely atmospheric pressure. Tine
power created in expansion of the hot gas is more than required to
compress the cold air and this excess power is utilized by a
turbine-driven propeller and by a set nozzle in back of the turbine.

Engine Performance

I’resentationof the performance ctiacteristics of this engine
consists of: (1) an examination of the effects of some important
design and operating parameters on the fuel corisumptionand power,
(2) analysie M.the perfo~ce of selected engines ia an airplane
in terms of load-carrying capacity and range, and (3) a.cornparison
of the load-carrying capacities and ranges of aircreft powered by
the gas tux%ine and the compound engine.

. The effect.on brake fuel consumption of increases in pressure
ratio and cycle temperatures (ratio of tur%ine-inlet temperature to
atmosphere temperature) is shown in figure IX-2. In this figure the
compresso~_and turbine efficiencies are assumed to %e 80 percent and
the combustion efficiency 95 percent.

Increases in turbine-inlet temperature decrease the fuel con-
sumption provided the pressure ratio is properly increased. At
the present limiting temperat~e of l~Qo F at the turbine inlet,
the temperature ratios at sea level and at ~,000 feet are indf.cated
by points A and B, respectively, in figure II-2. At point A, cor-
responding to sea level, the optimum pressure ratio is shown to be
between 8 and 16 or about 12. At yoint B, corresponding to an alti-
tude of 50,000 feet, the optimum pressure ratio for minimum specific
fuel consumption is above lG. At constant pressure ratio and the
conditions presented in figure II-2, increases in turbi”ne-inlettem~
perature resulted in increase in net work per pound of air.

The effect of changes in the efficiencies of the compressor snd
the turbine on fuel consumption is shown in figure 11-3. For each
temperature ratio and value of component efficiencies, the optimum
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pressure ratio for minimum specific fuel conmmrpti~n was chosen in y
the manner ‘shownin figure”II-2. The efficiencies of the components
have a great effect on fuel conmmptton. For example, at sea level
with present limitations on cycle temperatzwe (point,A), an increaee
in component efflciegcles from 80 t? ~. percent reduces the specific
fubl consumption from o.G~ to o.-% POUII.LI yer brake horsepower-hour.
Thus it appears that considerable variation in the fuel con~~pti~
of turbine-propeller engines w be obtained by small cha”+es in
compressor and turbtne efficiencies ad in tur~ine-inle~ tempera-
tures, and any specific choice of these values fq-purposes of
‘co@aring turbine”-p~peller”“en@nes with other engiras ie sub-ject
to wid6.latit@e. Wor th~ r6mdnder of this skudy the following
efficiencies”have been assumed: compressor, 8S percent; turbine,
90 percent; ccmbuetion chamber, g5 Ferceiit;intake diffuser,
90 perctit; and set nozzlti,94 percent. Apreseure ratio Of 12 iff
assumed except where otherwise noted, and a turbine-inlet tempera-
ture.of l~CIO”F is used. The division of power between the proyeller
and the fretwas chosen to give maximum thrust power for each operating
condition. .,

ti the analysis & the effects of flight speed and altitude upon
specific fuel co~umption, the efficiency of the propeller must he
considered. Fuel consumpt~on is on the basis of pounds of fuel per

&

net thrust horsepower-hour. l?is~e II-4 shows that increasing speed
d.ecreas~sthe fuel:co~~tion.sli~ltly qntil severe losses in
propoller et’ficienc~at high s~eed cause an increase in-fuel con-

-.

sumptiono Increased.altitude reduces the fuel consumption because
a higher temperature ratio is permitted, as shown in ftgure 11-3.
Under the conditions as~ed, the specific fuel consumption lies
between 0.44 and 0,74 pound per net thrust horsepower-hour at speeds
below 500 iniles-p& hem’ (i’ig.11-4).

The power characteristics, as well as fuel ccgmmption, must
be evaluated,bef!orec~p~ative studtes of the engines can be made.
The power-weight yatio (includingproyel.lgr),.ase~reesed h _
of _&&rust-w&ightrat”ioof a turbine-propeller engine, is shown in
fQure 11-5. For this figure the lowest weight-horsepower ratio at’
gO”~erc&nt of maximum p~er attainedin:t6st from available litera-
ture on turbine-yropeller engines was used. This :ratioat Statfc
sea-levelconditions ~s-cm’rected to aticomitfor variations in
flight--speed,altitude, and pressure ratio. The Corrections m~e
by computing thechange in work output per pound @ air, “changein
air capacity of the en@ne, and chau$e in the wei@ts of the engine
parts. l’heati capacity was corrected ly assuming that the Mach
number of the air entering the compressor was constellt. The weights
of the components were corrected for chsnges in compression ratio by
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assuming”that a pgrtj.on of the engine weight is independent of the
pressure ratio, and that the remain:.ngportion.is proportional to
the number of compressor and,turbine stages. According to these
calculations, the ratio of the weights of engjnes wlvh compression
ratios of,12 and 5 was 1.4.

The weight-horsepower ratio at s&tic sea-level conditions of
the engine without propeller used for this analygia based on the
lightest ciirrentengiae per unit ‘power,the weight-horsepower ratio
of a representative or average current engine, and an esthnated .
weight-horsepower ratio obtained by adding additional turbine and
geering weight to a turbo~et engine are shown uncorrected and

corrected to a pressure ratio of 12 in the following table. The
equivalent horsepower was computed by adding to the shaft horse-
power the quotient obtained by dividing the static thrust of the
exhaust ~et by k.

* -
Mine wei@t ,.

(ib/bhp)

I;COTIQKE$-Continuous-rated static Maximum static equiva-
~~e ~sion equivalent power at.sea lent power at sea level

Lightest
surveyed
(used in
the anal-
ysis)

Represent-
ative

Converted
turbojet

6

4

.evel
. . .

Observed

0.734

,936

.56

Compression
ratto. 12

1.03

1.17

*73

Observed

0.66 ‘

.815-

.50

Compression
ratio, 12

0.$K’7
c!

1.05

.66

The engine chosen for the analysis had a weight-horsepower
ratio of 1.03 _poundsper ?.xrakehorsepower with a compression ratio
of 12 at static sea-level conditions. The selection of this weight
is sub~ect to wide latitude because of the uncertainty in the
accuracy of the estimate of the effect of compression ratio on engine
weight. Further, the-analysis of the converted turbojet engine
indicates the possibility Qf considerable reduction in weight-
horsepower ratio. . ‘

+

A
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Figure II-5 shows that high thrust-weight ratios are obtained
at low flight speeds at”sea level, but the thzzust decreases rapidly
with increases In speed and altitude. -me rapid loss iu thrust with
increase in altitude is the first significant difference between the
turbine-proyelle~+engine ti the compound engine. The c~ound
engine is asswed to be supercharg~d flufficien~~ to maintain mani-
fold pressures required at sea level UN to altitudss as high aS
considered in this study (~,000 ft). C!onsequerrtlyJ the turbine-
propeller engine, which produces more-thrust than the compound
engine for a given ~eigh~at sea level, will at certain dtitUd.es

produce leas thrust than the c~ound engine. Figure II-6 compares
the effects of altitudes upon the thrusts of these two engines with
the comyound engine operating at cruise power.

*

-.

The thrust per unit frontal area is of impor~ce when the engine
is quite large in proportion to Its power and when high flight speeds
are considered. Figure II-T chows the thrust per unit frontal area
of the hypothetical engine atral.titudesfrom sea level to
~,000 feet and flight speeds frm100 tO ~00 miles per hour. .

Increases in bo-thaltitude and ~eed decrease the%lxrust per unit
engine frontal area. These curves are representative of some
existing turbine-propeller engines. Studies of turbo~et-engine com-
ponents indicate that the tlunujtper unit engine frontal area could

●

“beincreased at a possible cost of increased.weight and fuel
consumption. — —

Load-Range Characteristics

The load-carrying capacfty and the range of an airplane axe
affected by the fuel consumption and the engine weight. charts
showing disposable had, fuel rate per ton-mile, and range for
various speeds and altitudes are shown in figure II-8.Figure ~-8(a)
shows the load.range characteristicswhen the lift-drag ratio is
maintained at 18. In figrce 11-8(b), the wing loading is limited to
80 poun,dsper square foot. A maximum lift-ctrag.ratioof la was
chosen for condi.tiotiwhere this lift-drag ratio could be attained
without exceeding a wing ‘loadingof 80 ~ounds per square foot.
Nacelle dra~ was deducted from engine thrust. Comparison Of fig-
ures II-8(b) and 11-8(a) shows that for high-speed service, con-
siderable loss in performance results from the use of wings large
enough to limit wing loading to 80 pounds per squqxe foot, and that
better high-speed performanceat low altitudes wo@d’be achieved by
using smaller wings and assisted take-off. ?

b
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Figure II-8shows that @e greatest disposable load and lowest
initial fuel rate are obtained at the lowest flight speed considered.
The reqqe, obtai~ed hy drawing a line frti the origin through the
selected operating point and extend- this iine tc,the scale of
K x range- (fig. 11-8(b)), shows a maximum X x yauge~ of 6560~
which is less than that for the compouna eng’ine. At flight speeds
above 300 miles ~er hour, the dis~osable load is approximately con-
stant with variation in altit~:deup to about 30,000 feet. Above
this altitude the disposable load falls ra.pid~”.

k engine with a ~ressure ratio of 12 was assumedfor figure 11-8.
Selection of a pressure ratio giving maximum range.or maximum dispos-
able load at a specified range is cnmpl.icatedand has been worked
out for only two extceemecases. An increase in pressure ratio up to
IQ decreases the thrust pel’ljoundof.engine weight but improves the
fuel consumption. The effects of this phenmnenon are illustrated
in figure 11-8(b). In one example, at a flight gpeed of 200 miles
per hour ab sea level decreasing the pressure ratio from 12”to ~
increased the disposable load slightly at a co&rtof considerable
increase in fuel consumption and loss in maximum range. In another
case, at en altitude of ~,000 feet and a speed of ~0 miles per
hour, the weight of the a@ne with a pressyre ratio of 12 is so

great that little capacity is left for disposable load. In this
case reduction of the compression ratio from 12 to ~ ‘reducestie
engine weight sufficiently to increase the K x rangq frm 130 to
1Q4(3@les. Thus it is shown that the optimum pressure ratio for a
given type of aircraft service cannot be computed from variations
in engine characteristics alone, but the type or service must be
considered. Even at a specified flight speed and altitude, the
optimum pressure ratio varies with specified rmge.

Point A in figure.II-8(b) represents -’existiu t~bine-
propeller engine with a compression ratio of 7 operating at 5U0 miles

per hour at an altitude of 33,000 feet; tid again shows that a
compression ratio lower than 12 provides greater disposable load at
hi~h speed at the cost of a hi@er fuel rate. - .

.

Analysis of the weight of a turbojet engine converted for
producbg shsft power with an additional turbine and a gear box
indicated that the weights of turbine-propeller “e~ines tight be
reduced 30 percent without increasing cycle temperatures. An
additional curve is therefore presented in figure 11-8(b) +@ show

#

the perfomuance”of the turbine-propeller en@ne at ~00 miles per
hour if future progress reduces engine and propeller weight 40 per-
cent. An increase in disposable load of 41 percent and an increase
in K x range of 41 percent would result at an altitude of
30,000 feet.
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An example of’the effects of nacelle dreg on yerf ormance is also

shown in figure II-8(b) fcm a fltght speed of 500 tilee per hour at
an altitude sllghtly alove 30~OOCIfeet. The effect of a chango in
the ratfo r of naceL1-edrag to engine thrust canbe indlceted on .
the basis that-the dis~ce from the o-peratingpoint ta the point X
is inversely proportlona,l,tO 1 - r, In the case considered, the
value of r is 0.21 (taken from fig. 11-5), and if drag were
eliminated the operating point-would move along the broken line to
point B. This elimination of the nacelle drag Increases the dispos-
able load and K x range 23 and ~ percent, respectively.

Ccmrparieonof Turbine-PropellerEngige

and Oompound Engine

Inasmuch as estimates of the performance of’the turbine-propeller
engine and the compound engine are available, a comparison of the load-
ce.rryingcapacitieszmd ranges of airplmes powered by these englnss
may be made. Data from figure 11-8(b) for the turline-propeller
engine are compared with data from a similar figure presented for the
compound engine. The results are shown in figure rI-9. The brokgn
line”in the center of the field ee-p~ates the regions vhere the
turbine-pro~eller.enginehaving a pressure ratio of 22 and the com-
pound engine show the greater load-carrying capacities at the
specified speeds and fuel rates per ton-mile, respectively. The
turbine-propeller engine shows somewhat-greaterload-carrying caQac-
itles at low flight altitudes and speeds than the compound eng~ne;
the compound engine shows greater load-carrying capaoitles at the
VSJ?iOUS speeds at high altitudes.

The ability of the compound engine to carry disposable loads
greater than those of the tur%ine-propeller engine at high flight
speeds and altitudes is a result of the supercharging accomplished .
in the compound engine. As shown in figure II-6, the turbfne-
propeller engine produces more thrust ~er unit wejghtthn the
compound engine at sea level.;this difference disappears At about
sO,~O”feet, an~ at higher altitudes the compound engfne is more
powerful. Furthermore, the minimum specific fuel consumption of the -
compougd engine is lower. CoWequently, as showmin figure 11-9,
at higl-flight speeds of approximately 500 miles per hour, aircreft
powered by the compound engine may fly at high altitudes to permit
operation at the ecmmical maximum lift-drag ratio tith engines no
heavier t.h~ the turbine-propeller’e@.nes requirgd at a lower and
less economical altitude and will therefore have the greatest range.
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.

These facts indicate that the weight-horsepower ratio of the
turbine-propeller engine (neglectingpropoller weight) with a pres-
sure ratio of 12 at etatic eea-level conditions must be less than
the 1.03 pounds per equivalent brake horsepower chosen fo~thls
analysis if it is to cozrpetewith the compound engine at a flight
speed of WO miles per hour;

The effect of engine weight is again shoyn in figure II-10.
In this case the equivalent static sea-level values of pounds of
engine weight per horsepower are shown and.the comparison is made
for a flight speed of 500 miles per hour. This figure shows tit
a turbine-proyeller engine with a pressure ratio of 12 must have
a static sea-level weight-horsepower ratio of O.k pound per horse-
power if it is to have as great a maximum range as the compound
engine at ~ miles per hour. Heavier engines could be permitted
at lees than maximum ranges.

The pay loads of the two engines are compared in figure II-n.
The weight-horsepower ratio of the turb.ige-propellerengine at
static sea-level conditions was assumed to be 1.03 pofids per
horsepower, a value obtained by ad~usting to a pressure ratio of 12
the weight of the lightest engine that has been testqdand for which
data are available. At each range and flight .speedthe aircrafti
were assumed to fly at altitudes providflngthe greatest load-
carry$ng capacity. Figure 11-11 shows t~t the tuibine-propeller
engine can carry greater loads than the compmnd engine for ranges
up to 2W0 m;les at 200 miles per hour, and that this range.~f
equal load-carrying capacity decreases with increasing a&plane
speed until at about ~0 miles per hour the compound engine show~
greater load-carrying capacity stall ranges. If the fli@t altitude
is limited to 20,000 feet, the turbine-propeller has the greater
load-carrying capacity at attainable rangee and speeds.

Conclusion

h this analysis the fuel consumption given for the turb.ine-
propeller engine is optimistic in regard to present practice. “The
weight of the engine used in this study was obtained by correctic?n
of the weight of en existing turbine-propeller engine ko a higher
compression ratio. Under these conditions the range estimates show
that the gas-turbine enginq with .highpiess~e ratio ~Y I?rov;de
long rsnges at low speeds and moderate altitudes. The compound
engine, as a result of its l:ghter weight per unit thrust at high
altitudes, provides greater range than would”be optained fran the
turbine-propeller eggine at Iiighspeeds. Analysis indicates the
possibility of utilizing ltghtmr turbine-propeller engines per unit
thrust than assumed and this reduction would be necessary if the
turbine-propeller engine ia to provide a range equal to that of the
compound engine at a flight speed of ~0 miles per hour.
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III - THE TURBOJET ENGTNE

Description

,.

#

.

9

A turbojet engine produces a proptiive thrust by drawing In
air, accelerat~ng it to a high velocity, and discharging the high-
velocity air In a reemmrd direction. Thrust results from the reaction
of the acceleration of the air.

.
A schmnatic diagrmn of a turlojet engjne is shown in figure 111-1.

Air is drawn in at the ccm+prassarinlet emd is compressed to a high
pressvre in the compressor; the big-n-pressureaii’passes into a com-
bustion ch~er where f~l IS e,dAedand t~~ned and the high-
temperature pro~uots of c~wtion e~md two- the turbine that
drives the c~~i-essorg, and.fhally, tke high-energy gases leaving the
turb+3neexp~d throu@. a nozzle as a set in the atomsphere.

Engine Performance

Fundamentally, both the turbojet and the propetier produce a
propulsive thrust by”accelerating air in a rearward direction. The
turbo~et differs fr~”the propeller in ~mt a large acceleration is

given to a EW@.1 IMiKI of afr; whereas the propeller gives a SE&Ll
acceleration to a large mass of air. In either case, the propulsive
tk’ust equalq the product Of the DIEISEIof air hendled and the increase
in velocity of the air pas~~,ngthroU@ the turbojet or propeller.
The kinetic energy tiparted to the air ly the turbo~et is greater
than that imp&e&by the propeller because the kinetic ener~ equals
the product of the mass of air and the 8quare of the velocitY; where=
the thrust is proportioti to the first Tower of the velocity. In
other words, the pro~fisive eff’icfencyof a turbojet is much poorer
them that ofa propeller.The approximate propu7.siveefficiency of a
turbojet-powered a~.rcraftf].yingat 340 miles per hour at sea level iS

37 percent; doriblingthe flight speed,to @Omiles ger hour raises the
Propulsive efficiency to 60 pei-cent. In contrast to the low value of
37 percent at 340 miles per hour’,propeller efficiencies of 85 percent
are obtainable. At transonl-cand’supersonic speeds the propeller
efficiency decreases ~eatly because of capressibility effects. At
the same time the propulsive efficiency of the turbojet continues to
increase with increashg flight speed. It can therefore be concluded
that at subsonic fli@t speeaa a turbo$et Tall always be handicappedby
low propulsive efficiencies, but at supersonic speeds this handicap
is overcome.

The over-all efficiency of a turbojet is a function not only of
propulsive efficiency but Qf the thermal cycle efficiency. It is
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well Imown that the efficiency of the tdeal cycle increases with
increasing comprewor pressure ratio and at first .fjl.anteit would
appear that the hi@est possible com~~ssor ’pressti-eratio w&ihi be
desirable. Actually, because of loseee in the compressor and the
turbine and.because the available turbine rnatcria.lslimit tho corn- .
Imstion temperatures, there is a finite cmpremignr atim at which
best econo~ i~ obta5ned. The camp~essorpressure ratio at which
best thrust .isobtained frm ~ en- wfth a given air capacity is
considerably lower th~ the c~.presser pr~pswe ratio for best
economy. Most current turbojet engines ope~te with compressor
pressure ratios close to the value for maximum th&st.

!lhecompressor pressure ratio at which %est thrust is obtained
decreases with increasi~ fli@t speed ~ fuy at a fli@lk
speed between Illoo~d 1~00 ~les per hour the optimum caqy?essor
pressure ratio falls to a value.of 1.0. At this value, there is
no compression in the cmpressor and,the engine is operating essen-
tially as a low-temperature rem $et.

The thrusts that canhe obtained fran a,series Of%nginesj
each operating at the compressor press- ratio for mex”num thrust
a~fllght speeds between O ~d 1500 tiles per hour and altitudes of
sea level, 30,000, and 70,000 feet; are shownin figure III-2.
These m,zrvesdo not represent gmy single engine; instead, each
point on the cues represents a sep~ate e@ne designed to operate
at the o~ttiw cayressor pressure ratio for the conditions of
altitude and speed indicated. The velues shown I.n”figure 111-2
were estimated by ass- a c~yre~sor effip~cy of 85 percentl a
turbine efficiency of gO perceut, and a ccmibustionefficiency of
% Percent witha turbine-inlet te~perature of 1540°F. The air-
handlin.gcapacity of the e@ne was assumed to he .13pcnuuis per

second,per sq~”foot of f~ont~ ~ea @ sea level and zero flight
speed. At other .flightconditions, tinecornpreesor-tie%Mach –
nuaher was asswned to be we same as the val~ corresponding to these
conditions. —

In the renge of subsonic speeds, flight speed @a relatively
little effect upon the t-t; at su,ersoti flight speeds, h~-
ever, the thrust significantly ~cremes with increasing flight
speed.. (See fig. III-2.) At a speed of 1700 miles per hour end
sea-level altitude, the thrust reaches 2@0 pounds per s~u-e foot
and, in terms of horsepower, this thrust is equivalent to 8~0 horse-
power per square.foot of engine frontal area. Increasing the
altitude decreases the ttist beca~e of tie &creasing air density.

*

.-

.

.

—

.
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The drag of the engine nacelle”hecomeslarge .a$high flight
speeds ard, consequently, the net thrust available from the jet-
engine installation is considerably less than the values shown
in figure III-2. Values of engine $hrust minus nacelle drag are
shown in figure III-3. A compsx-isonof this figure with figure
III-2 shows the great reduction in available thrust at supersonic
speeds.

The weight of a jet engine is, of course, also an impotiant
consideration. The thrust per unit engine weight based upon values
given in figure III-2 is presented in fi~e III-4. The weights
of the engines have been estimated frcm the weight of a standard ..
turbo~et. The weights of.the compressor and the turbine were
corrected by assuming that these wefghts are proportional to the
logarithm of the pressure ratios; the weights of the other elements
of the engine were not elt%red. Estim&te8 based tion these asswnp-.
tions restited in a value of 2.62pounds thrust per pound engine
weight at sea level end zero flight speed (fig. 111-k). Higher
values for the ratio of thrust to engine weight actually have been
obtained end future developments may result in additional increases.

The fuel econmnies, expressed as thrust specific fuel coneump-
tions, me given in figure III-s for conditions corres~onditi.to .
the thrusts given tn figure III-2. An increase in flight speed
increases the thrust specific fuel consumption; from zero flight
speed at sea level the fuel consumption increases from 0.85 to a-
value of 1.9 potis per hour “perpound of thrust at 1400 miles per
hour. An increase in altitude huyroves the fuel consumption because
of the reduction in air temperature with increasing altitude.

The thrust and fuel consumption shown in figures 111-2 and
III-5, res~ecti.vely,have been used to estinati”the pe~fomnance of
the subsonic and supersonic airplanes powered by turbojet engines.

Load-Range Characteristics

Subsonic flipjrbspeeds. - The range of subsonic aircraft powered
by turbojet engines is estimated using the same assumptions regarding
the airplane characteristics aa were used.in the preceding parts of
this report; these s+ssumptionsare presente& in the appendix. Results
of the calculations at a lift-bag ratio of 18 are shown in fig-
ure ~-6(a). The most important result shown tn this figure is
the great reduction in the fuel rate per ton-mile with increasing
flight speed.. Thts result is directly contrary to the findings pre-
sented in the preceding parts of this report.for the engines util-
izing propellers wherein the fuel rate per ton-mile increased with
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increasing fl!ght speed. ‘Thisdecrease in fuel rate with increasing
flight s~ed Is-a direct reflection of the improvement in propulsive
effic&ncy of a turbojet engine with increasing flight speed. Best
economy and greatest range is seen to be obtained at the highest flight
speed considered, 550 miles per hour. Altitude &a relatively small
effect upon the range at high flight epeed. The range factor that is
found by drawing a line through the origin and tangent to the curve
representing 550 miles per hour is 4130 mtles, the K factor for the
di.aposableload at the yolnt of tin.gencyis 0.72, and the range Is
5740 miles.

Increasingthe compression ratio to values above that required
for maximum ywer improves the fuel cons~ption but reduces engine
thrust. The effects of increasi~”the comprestiionratio upon range
at 550 miles per hour and an altftude of 30,000 f’eetare also “shown
in figure 111-6(8). Increasing the compfi~slon ratio from the value
formaxlmmm thrust 7.8, to the value for best economy 18, reduces
the fuel rate per ton-mile without seriously affecting the disposable
load and, consequently the range is improved? The range factor
(K X range) at a compression ratio of 18, flight speed of 550 miles
per hour, and altitude of 30,000 feet is 4700”miLbs, the value of
K is 0.735, and the range is therefore 6400 inile”E,

Asms previously mentioned, the results shown in figure 111-6(a)
apply to the airplane operating at the DMX~UU lift-drag ratio of 18
at all flight speeds and altitudes. “This assumption rf3i3ultsin extremely
high wi~”loadimgs at high flight speeds and particularly at low altitudes.
These high wing loadings make it necessary to us{ special.methodsfor
launching or assisting in take-off of the aircraft.

.

The curv~s shown in figure 111-6(b) were estimated by selecting
a llft-drag ratio to give a wing loading of 80 pounds per square foot-
exceyt in cases where a lift-drag ratio of 18 gives wing loadings less
than 80 pounds per square foot. In such cases the lift-drag ratio was
assumed to be 18.

At low flight speeds or at high altitudes, the wing loading at a
lif$-drag ratio--of18 is less than 80 pounds Per”sqUaTe foot; cOnsequentlY~
the values of disposable load &nd fuel conswiption per mile are the eeme
as those shown in figure 111-6(a). At thefleflight conditions, the fuel
rate ,perton-mile decreaees with increasing flightrepeed, as has been
previously discussed. At speeds somewhat above the limi.tihgspeed at
which the wing loading equals 80 pounds per square foot, the fuel rate
per ton-mile increases with increasi~ flight speed because the reduction
in aerod~mic efficiency accompanying the reduction in lift-drag ratio .
more than counteracts the improvement in propulsive efficiency with
fllght speed. As an example, figure 111-E(b) shows that at an altitude of

.
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30,000 feet, tbe fuel rate per ton-mile decreases with increasing
v flight speed Up to a flight s-needof about 400 miles per hour.

beyond WhiCh the fuel rate per ton-mile fncresaes with further
increase in flight speed.

The best raage of 4G70mi.les was estimat=dfromfig-
ure III-6(b). Fli@t at suhstsntially higher speeds than
550 miles per hour will not improve range because compressibility
effects will fncresae drag an~ reduce the lift-drag ratio. Also
flight at high altitudes will not fiprove range because the reduc-
tion of thrust with altitude reduces the disposable load as oan
be seen in fiqure III-6(b). Flight at high speed and low altitude
results in ext.memelypoor fuel economy and range. In particular,
at sea level and 550 miles per hour the rsnge is reduced to
1410 miles and the fuel consumption is about four tines greater
than that obtained at the most economical speed and altitude. ,

A comparison of the -performanceof airplanes-powered by com-
pound, turbine-propeller, and turbojet engines is shoim in fig-
ure III-7. These curves represent performance in cases where the
wing loading is limited to 80 pom.ds per square foot. The best
range of the turbojet engine is much less than the best range of

either the compound or the turbine-propeller engine. If aflight
speed of 550 miles per hour is desired, the range of the turbojet
exceeds the range of the other two engines.

Supersonic fli~t speeds. - At supersonic flight speeds, the
range estimates required an entirely different set of assumptions
fro?nthose used at subsonic speeds. For these conditions the
following assumptions were made: (1) The lift-drag ratio of the
wing is assumed to be 7 instead of the previous value of 18 for
the,entire airplane less nacelles; (2) the size of the fuselage
req,uiredto accowodate the disposable load was estimated and
the drag of the fuselage at eaoh flight speed and altitude was
calculated; (3) drag coefficient and diffuser efficiencies were
selected after a study of available data and the values of these
coefficients and efficiencies are given in the appendix; (4) the
we@ht of the structure is 0.3 of the gross weight; and (5) the
tank weight is 10 percent of the fuel weight,

The gross weight Wg of the airplane is given by

.

Wg=(F-~-%)#

where

F net thrust of

Dn nacelle drag,

engine, pounds

pO~as

(1)
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Df fuselage drag, pounds

L/D lift-drag ratio of wing

The tctal disposable ioad Wd is

11~= (.1- a) Wg - We

“where ~~

a ratio of structure weight to gross weight

we engine we3@t, pounds
:-—. .— - . ..

l?uselagesize was ee-timatedon the ass~ption that the density
of the disposable load wa~ 50 ~cmnd~”per cubic foot. The f’tielage”
drag ~“ equals the sum of’the skin-friction drag”anclthe wave
drag. For a fuselage tith a length-dimeter ratio of 12 and with
conical ends having cone a~l.es of 20°, the bag- was calculated
from the equation:

where

NACA TN No. 1349 .

(2)

)
2/3

Wd + We
+ 700 (0.4528 CD,l + 8.34 CD,~) (3)

Cio dynemic pressure (incompressible)lpounds per square fmot

Pf fuel dens$ty

CD,I wave-drag coefficient

~,F skin-friction drag coefficient, 0.003
Wd

Values of ~ ~ are given in the appendfx. The term ~ m
) ~d + We

volume of fuel; ‘— is the volume allowed.for controls,700
which Is based upon 2 cubic feet per ton of ~oss ‘Might.

Equations (1), (2), and (3) were simultaneously solved to
obtatn Wd. and ‘L3“

Unlike the subsonic ease,-the results are n& independent
of the size of engine chosen because the drag of the fuselage

.

.

.
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increases with the square of a lfnear dimension of the fuselage;
whereas, the load-carrying capacity increaees with the cube of a
linear dimension. Consequently, the fuselage drag per pound of
disposable load is less for a large airplane than fob a small one.

In order to permit comparisons of the performance of air-
planes powered by turbojet, turbo-ram-~et, and vain-jetengines,
the frontal areas of all turbojets were fixed at 12.5 square feet.
The resultant gross weights of airplanes designed to fly at
12 flight conditions are given in the following table:

~xAltitude(ft)

Flight speed
(mph)

uL--

,.—.
0 30,000 [50;000

Gross weight
(lb)

I I

&

Remits of the calculations for supersonic flight are shown
in figure III-8. A graph of the K factor is not shown beoause
at supersonic speeds the parasitic drag of the nacelle and the
fuselage is large compared to the drag of the wing and only a very
small reduction in drag accompanies reduction of fuel load with
flight duration. As an approxfhnation,the value of. K can there-
fore be assumed equal to 1,

It is immediately evident from figure III-8 that flight at
low altitudes resultm in poor fuel economy and range and that
flight at the hl@est altitude considered results in best economy.
The best range is obtained at an altitude of 50,000 feet and
1400 miles per hour at which speed the compressor pressure ratio
of the engine has dropped to almost 1 and the engine is operating ~

essentially ea a ram jet. The value of the maximum range is
1330 miles. Even greater range would be obtained at higher
altitudes.

At the best range condition ahoyn in figure 111-8, that is,
1400 miles per hour at 50,000 feet, the gross weight of the air-
plane corresponding to the.point shown is 16,400 pounds, as given
in the foregoing table. The effect of gross weight on performance
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is illustrated by a computation of the performance at 1400 miles per
hour and 50,000 feettior gross weights of 8200 pounds and 49,200 pounds.
These paints are inoluded 4J figure III-8.

At supersonic speeds, increasing the compression ratio to values
greater than that required to gfve best thrust results in less range.

Conclusions

It can be concluded from this study that at f-lightspeeds less
than 550 miles per hour the best range of a turbo~et-powered air-
plane is considerably lees than the best range of airplanes powered
by a compound or a turbine-propeller engine. At flight speeds
above 550 miles per hour, however, the range of the turboJet-powered
airplane l.sgreater than the range of an atrpkne powered by a ccm-
pound or a turbine-propeller engine. The best raw of the turboJet-
powered airplane with a wing loadin”g”limit~dto maximum value af
80 poiindsper square foot-is obtained at maximm altitude and maxi.-
mum fllght speed. The best rauge of supersonic ai-mraft equipped
with turbojet engines investigated in this study was obtained at
the maximum altitude and engine speed considered (nmely, 50,0~ ft
and 1400 mph). The beat supersonic range found in these calcula-
tions was roughly one-fourth of the range o~tainable by subsonic
airoraft powered by turbojet engines.

*
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. Iv - TiiETURBO-RAM-V3 ENGINE

Description

The turbo-rsm-aet engine is diagrammatically
figure IV-1. This engine consists essentially of

.

illustrated in
a conventional

turbojet er~ine with yro~ision for rehee,tingthe gaa between the
turbine discharge and the exhaust nozzle. In this manner, it is
possible to obtain higher ga& temperatures in the exhaust set than
can be withstood,by the turbine. As its name tiplies~ the turbo-
ram-jet engine may be considered as a combination of a turbojet
engine and a ram-jet engine in k-h}chthe inlet conditions are equal
to the turbine-discharge conditions of the turbojet. The cycle on
which this engine operates is called tail-pipe burning or titerburning.

In this type of engine, it is necessary to reduce the gas
velocities in the tail pipe below the values usually employed in
turbojez engines to prevent the pressure drop in the tail pipe,
caused by both the burning of the fuel and the drag of the neces-
sary burner parts, from %ecoming excessive. The engine is there-
fore Trovided with a diffuser between the turbine discharge end
the tail-pipe-burner inl’et. An adjustable-area efiaust nozzle is
also required to permit the engine to operate at rated turbine-
inlet temperature over a range of exhaust-gas temperatures.

Engine ~erfomnance

In addition to the factors that tifect the perfomnance of
turbo~et engines, the Trincipal parameters determining the perform-
ance of the turbo-ram-jet engine are the temperature rise and the
velocity of the gases in the tail pipe. Their effect is illustrated
tn fi~ure IV-2 in which net thrust per unit nacelle frontal area is
plotted againet the exhaust-gas temperature for various values of
the gaa velocity at the tail-pip,e-burnerinlet. These curves are
based on the performance of an engine fitted with a tail-pipe burner
having a total-pressure drop due to friGtion of 0.4 times the
dynemic pressure at the burner inlet and a turbine-discharge dif-
fuser efficiency of 75 percent. The calculations are also based on
flight conditions of 500 miles per hour at sea level although the
same general trends would be obtained at any other flight condition.

When the velocity in the tail pipe is high, a sonic Mmit is
reached beyond which it is impossible to add heat to the gases and
still maintain constant engine conditions. The lbniting tempera-
ture for the lower gas velocities Is obtained when the over-all
fuel-air ratio is stoichiometric (0.067). The rate of increase in
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engine thrust with g% temperature is greatest when the gas velocity
is low l)ecauseof the attendant lower momentum-pressure drop
(fig. Iv-2). The importance of the pressure drop in the burner is
evident from the considerable gains in thrust which may be realized
by reducing the velooity. For all 8ubse@ent calculations, the
diameter of the tail_pipe was assumed equal to the diemeter of the
engine, which provided a burner-inlet gqs velocity of 100 to 400 feet-
l?ersecond depending on the,flight speed anQ the altitude.

The variation of net thrust per unit nacelle”frontal area with
flight speed at altitudes @ sea ~evel, 30)000, and 50)000 feetis
shown in figure Iv-3 for exhaust-gas temperatures corresponding to
stuichiometric fuel-alr ratio. The same component efficiencies and
the air-handlltigc“apssitywere assumed for this engine as for the
turbojet engine discussed iripart 111 @ this repoti and the ccun-
pressor pressure ratio that provi@i mqzim~ thrust was used. &h
point on the curves theref~re “correspondsto a different size engine.
Because the exhaust-gas temperate is approx@ately constant, this
opttium pressure ratio is o~ta_ing@wheg the t.~b~n~-disc~arge pres-
sure is at maximum. The optimum pressure ratio for this engine is
considerably higher than for the turboJet.engine and its variation
with fli@t speed and ~titude is presented in thg_upper part of
figure IV-3, For zero fll@t speed at sea levels the optimum
pressure ratio is about 12 EWd @@cr@~e& with ~~reased flight
spqed to a vtil~eof I at approximately 1800 miles per hour. At
an-altitude of 50,000 feetj the optimyn pressure ratio is about
twice that at sea level. The temperat~g at the tail-pipe-burner
outlet was obtained from the thermodynamic chats of reference 1
and both.frictl”on-and momentum-pressure losses.in the tail pipe
were include& in the calculations. A compktely.expanding exhaust
nozzle was as&nned for all’conditions that required.an exit area
equal to-cm less than the engine frontal area. Where en exit area
greater than the nacelle frontal area wag required:for camplete
expansion, a nozzle having em exit area equal to the nacelle
frontal wea was used,

The net thrust increases rapidly with flight speed, par-
ticularly in the hi@-speed range; and decreases as the altitude
is increased (fig. IV-3). The flight’speed at which the optimum
pressure ratio becomes eq~-1 to 1.0 is indicated by the dashed
limit line. “At this point, the turbo-ram-jet engine is obviously
equivalent to a ram-jet engine. The net thrust of the turbo-rem-
Jet engine, for stoichiometric fuel-air rqtio, is from 100 to
200 percent g“e.aterthan-that @ the-turlojet engine, the differ-
ence increasing with increased flight speed, and reaches a value
of about 10,000 pounds per square foot”of naoelle fnntal area at

.

.
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a speed of 1800 mil.esper hour at sea leTel. At an altitude of
50jOO0 fest.~.thenqt thrust is about 20 percent of the thrust
produced at sea level. . :

The net thrust per unit~celle frontal area for an over-all
fuel-air ratio of 0.045 i~ shown infigwe IV-4. This over-all
fuel-atr ratio was found,to prov~de the greatest range for all
flight coalitions preeented, The values of net thru~t obtained
for this fuel-air ratio are from 80 to 87 percent of the values
shown in figure LW-3 for stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. The net
thrust minus the drag af the en@ne nacelle is shown by the dashed
lines in figure IV-4. At a flight speed of 1800 miletiper hour at
sea level, the engine produces a t@’uat of abo,ut7000 pounds ppr
square foot of nacelle frontal area titer the nacelle drag h=
been subtracted from the engine net thrust. This value,,d’.thrust-
is reduced to approxtiat?ly 1600 pounds per square foot of nacelle
frontal area when the altitude is increassd to 50,000 feet.

The net thrust specific fuel consumption is shown in fig-
ure IV-5 for the came rauge of flight s~eeda and aititudee. A
combustion efficiency of S5 percen$ yae aemmqd fo,rthe @mary
combustion end 90 percent for the seco$~daryor tatl-@y CCXU-
bustion. Values of specific fuel consumption are shorn Yor effec-
tive fuel-air ratios of stoichiometric and 0.045. These .effgctlye
fuel-air ratios re&esent the tint of fuel that is burned in the.
engine; the actual fuel-air ratios are higher than these effective
values because of the combustion inefficiency.

For ~oth fuel-air ratios$ the specific fuel consumption
increases with flight speed at all altitudes and decreases as tie
altitude is increased. At an altitude of 53~000 feet, the spe-
cffi.cfuel consumption for a fuel-air ratio.of 0.G45 increases
from about 1.6 pounds per hour per pound of net thrust at ver~ low
flight speeti to about 2.2 at 180Q miles per.hour. Based on thrust
‘horsepower, the specific fuel consumptionreaches a mintmum value
of about 0.45 pound per thiwst hcrsepoirer-hourat a speed of
1800 miles per hour and an altitude of 50,0C0 feet. A comparison
with the turbojet engine shows that the specific fuel consumption
ot the turbo-ram-jet e+iqe is Tou@3&y twice that of the turbojet
engine,at low flight speeds and about Ii times as large at high

.’ fligQt speeds. “ -. .

The net thrust per unit engine weight is sho-wninf@ure IV-(5
for the seinerqnge of flight conditions and for an over-all fuel-
air ratio of 0.045. The weight of the turbo-rsm-jst engine was
based on the weight of current turbo~ete@.n~wi.th @@tments
for changes in weight with compressor pressure ratio and plus t“he

,“
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estimated weight of the tail-pipe burner. The weight adjustments
for compressor pre~s.m ratio were based-on varying the weight of
the compressor and the turbine in proportion to the lo@ritlun of
the pressure ratio. For flight conditions that resulted In high
internal pressures, sufficient additional weight for an engine cas-
ing end tail pipe was included to provide satisfactory hoop stresses.
The net-thrust per unit engine weight increases rapidly with fli@t
speed, particularly at the higher altitudes, because of the simul-
tm.neousincrease in engine thrust and deorease in engine we@ht as
the compressor pressure ratio is decre~ed. At a~atfc sea-level
conditions, the turbo-ram-jet engine delivers approximately 3 pounds
of thrust per pound of engine weight, which increases to approxi-
mately 23 at 1800 tiles per hour.

Load-Range Characteristics

Subsonic flight speeds. - In figure IV-7(a), the disposable
load per airplane gross weight Is plotted against the fuel consump-
tion per gross weight for subsonic fli@t speeds. ti.afrplene lift-
drag ratio of 18 was used for the computations of these data. The
engine th~st and specific fuel consumption for both this and all
subsequent ff~es were obtained from fi~es IV-4 and IV-5, respec-
tively, that-1s, for an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.045. The dis-
posable load per gross weight decreases with ingr.g~ed altitude and
is nearly independent of flight speed. The fuel rate per grOSS
airplane weight, however, decreases rapidly with increased flight
speed and decreases slightly with increased altitude. A maximum
value of’the factor K x “range of about 2750 miles is indicated
for the airplane characteristics assumed for this analysis. After
application of the K factor, indicated on the left side of the
figure, an actual range of about 3800 miles is obtained. This msxi-
mum range is obtained at a flight speed of 550 miles per hour and
an altitude of sli@tly over 30,000 feet.

Z? the wing loading is limited to “amaximum of 80 pounds per
square foot, the load-carrying capacity and rate of fuel consump-
tion per gross weight shown in figure IV-7(b) is obtained. For
low-altitude and high-speed flight conditions, the load-carrying
capacity is slightly reduced from the values obtained at maximum
Mf%-drag ratio and the fuel consumption is greatly increased.
Thus, whereas the maximiunrange is nearly independent of altitude
for maximumlift-drag ratio, the advantages of.high-altitude flight
are clearly evident when the wing loading is fixed. For example,
at a speed of 550 miles per hour, the K x range is increased from
660 to 2700 miles as the altitude is increased from sea level to
50,000 feet.

.

.
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flight characteristics show in figuz”eIV-7(b)
fi~e IV-8 together with tinecorresporiding”plo$s ,
the turbine-propeller, and the turbojet engines.
engine provides a slightly greater disposable

load than the turbojet engine at the ~~~ense of a greatly increased
fuel rate, The Hlmum range for the tm-bo-ran-~ei engine is @bout
75 percent as large as for the turbojet er~lne,

The principal field of application of the turko-ram-jet engine
at 8ub80rLic 6ped6 i6 therefore - ~ diort-duraticn %ti~t-

augmentation flevice, .Bymerely shutting off the fuel flew to the
tail-pipe burner and reciucingthe exhaust-nozzle az-ea,this ensine
becomes essentially a turbo~et engine. Ey this means, the inherent
high thrust of the turbo-ram-jet en#.ne may be usei ifortake-cff
and climb and the lowez’fuel-consumption characteristics of the
turbojet engine become ,availahlefco?cruising conditions.

Supersonic flight”speeds: ~ A plot of airplane load-carrying
capacity ana rate of fuel consumpti.cmper gross airplane weight
for supersonic flight conditions is presented in figuz% IV-9= l%e
rapid increase in the net thi?ustof this engine with fli@t speed
results in an increase in load-carrying capacity with an increase
in flight speed for all altitudes. The fuel consumption per gross
airplane weight decreases considerably at all flight speeds aa the
altitude is increased. These characteristics causb the maximum
range to occur at the highest speed and altitude considered. This
maximum initial range, which occurs at 1800 miles per hour and
50,000 feet altitude, is about 1900 miles.

The combined frontal area of the engines assume~ for the com-
putations of Wais plot was the seineas for the turbojet engine,
that is, 12.5 square feet. The gross weight of the airplane for
this engine size for each altitude and flight speed considered is
given In the following table:

o I 30,000 150,000’

Gross weight
Flight spee (lb)

(mph)

1000 47,700 44,600 26,500
1500 83,500 93,300 5’?,100
1800 116,300 133,400 84,500

,
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In o~er to illustrate the effect of airplane gross weight on the
flight range, “thecomputation were repeated fw different engine
sizes providing gross weights of 50jO00 and 200,000 pounds at a
speed of’1800 miles per hour.at 50)000 feet; the results are
included in figrre IV-9, The disposable load per airplane gross
weight i,snearly independent of the gross weight of the airplane
and the range is reduced about 20 percent as the gross airplane
weight is reduced from 200,000 to 50,000 pounds,

,
The load-range characteristicsfor the turbo-rem-~et engine

are compemed with the turbo~et engine in figure IV-10. For super-
sonic flight conditions, where the airplane drag is very high, the
him thrust of the tuz”bo-ram-jetengine provides a greater load-
carrying capactty th~ the turbojet engine and has aboutthe same
fuel consumption. This ~eater load-carrying oapacity-of the
turbo-ram-jet onglne is priim,rilya result of the greater thrust
per engine weight than provided by the turbojet engine because
the exhaust-gas temperatures are not limited to a maximum turbine-
inlet temperature of about 1500° T. Based on the assumptions of
this anal.ysj.s,the maximum range of en airplane powered by a
turbo-ram-set engine at 1800 miles per hour is about 60 percent
greater than that provided by the turbojet engine at a speed of
1400 miles per hour. The turbo-ram-Jet engine therefore provides
both a greater range and a greater load-carrying capacity than the
turbojet onglne for supersonic speeds up to 1800 mtles per hour
where it becomes equivalent in operation to a ram-jot engine.
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. v - !t’mRAM-J-ET -ENGINE

Description

The rem-jet engine (fig. V-1) consists of a diffuser in which
the air is compressed from free-stream sta’tlcpressure to a pres-
“sure somewhat lower than free-stream total pwm-tire, a comlnzstion
chsder in which fuel is burned, and en exit nozzle through which
the gas,esexpand.. 4

Engine PeYformanoe

For this analysis, ‘@e thr6e most important criterions for
evaluating the performance of aircreft engines are: efficiency or
fuel economy, thrust per unit engine frontal area, and thrust per
uqit engine weight. The efficiency of the ram-jet engine, like
that of all heat engines, increases with compression ratio. At
subsonic flight speeds, the ram ccenpressionis so low that the ram
jet cannot compete with other engines except perhaps where engine
cost and simplicity are of great importance. At supersonic flight
speeds, however, the ram compression is considerable and high
efficiencies are obtainable. Because of the simplicity of the
engine, the ram jet develops greater thrust per unit weight than
the engines previously discussed except at low flight speeds. The
thrust per unit frontal area increases botliwith efficiency and
air flow through the engine; therefore, much greater values of
thrust per unit area are obtainable at the higher airspeeds. The
best performance of the ram-jet engine is therefore obtained at
high flight speeds.

me variation of net thrust per unit engine fro@@ area and
1“net tkst specific fuel consumption tith fuel-air ratio and

canbustion-chamber irlet velocity for a ram jet burning gasoline
is shown in figure V-2 for a flight speed of USO miles per hour
at sea level (Mach number, l.~). The da~ she- are for a c~bus-
tion efficiency of 100 percent. Underexpanding exit nozzles have
teen used in the calculations where use of a colnplqtelyeqsmdi~
exit nozzle would have resulted in a larger exit area than
combustion-chamber area. The performance at combustion efficiencies
other than 100 percent may be obtained by dividing the fuel-air”
ratio end specific fuel consumption shown in.figure V-2 ty the.
actual combustion efficiency in order to determine the actual fuel-

,. air ratio and specific fuel consumption. In gener&l, the thrust
. per unit engine frontal area Increases with increas~g.fuel-a~
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ratio and ccmhstion-chamber velccity up to the choking line. The
best fuel economy for any ~srticular thrust Qer wit engine frontal ‘
area is obtained at a couibustion-chamberinlet velocity slightly
bwer than would be required for choking in the comlnletiOnchamber.
The specific fuel consumption, of course, decreases with decreasing
thru~t per unit frontal area. Inasmuch as the exit wrea Is equal
to the ccmtustion-ember mea near the choking line and the dif-
ference %etween the inlet area smd comlmetion-chamberarea is small
campared with t~t at lower combustion-cknber velocities, the
external pressure drag wtll also bs comparatively low. The region
~~st to the left of tie choking line iS tjerefore the region of
optimum performance for the r~ jet at a flight~cb n~ber of 1.5.
The maximum thrust per wit engine frontal area obtainable is
a~proximately 300Gpounds yeti-square~oot, which is about 20 percent
lower than that obtainable with the,turho-ram-~et mglne at-the
same speed and altitude. The fuel consumption at maximum thrust is
alout 3.3 pounds per hour per pound of thrust, which is about
23 percent ab~e the fuel coai+umy~i.on of tlie turbo-ram-set at a
flightrsyeed of 1150 miles per hour.

The variation in net thrust per unitiengine frontal area and
fuel ccmsumption with fuel-ati ratio and combustion-chambervelocity
for a higher flight speed (2BO0 mph at sea level; k~ch number, 3.0)
Is shown in figure V-3. The highest thrust is,obtained at a
com~ufltion-chamber itiet vekc~~y of 325feet per tiecond,which
corresp.oudsto the point at which the inlet aea is equal ta the
combustlon:chamberarea. Increasing th6 corribustiog-chsmberinlet
velocity beyond this point result~ in an inlet area larger than
combustion-chamkerarea, with a consequent-decrease in thrust per
wit engine frontal.area. For any particular value of thrust per
~it.frontal, uea, the lowest fuel consumption is also obtained at
a combustion-chamber inlet velocity of 32’jfeet ~er second. The
external pressure drag is zero for this case because the inlet
area, combustion-chamberarea, and outlet area .axeall equal. At
this flight speed, the optimum operating region is well away from
tho choking line. The maximum thrust per unit engine frost@ area
is extremely high, approxwtely 22,000 pounds per square 1700t.
At thrust values-somewhat lower than maximum, fuel consumption of
about 2 Qounds per hour per pound of thrust corresponding to approx-
imately,O.sB pored oa~uel per thrust horsepower-hour are obtainable,
which indicates that tbe e~ine is operati~ very
this flight speed.

The variation In maximum net thrust per unit
flight speed and altitude is shown in figure V-4.
calculated for an actual fuel-air ratio of 0.06Y,

efficiently at

engine area with
These data were
a combustion

.

.

,
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efficiency of ~ percebt, opt3mum cnm?mstion-chamber inlet velocity,
and Undersxpanding exit nozzles. The thrust increases rapidly with
flight speed -d decreases with increasing.altitude. As pointed out
in the discussion o?-t?igu~eV-3, extremely high thrusts per unit
frontal area-are obtainable at high speeds at sea level.

Figure V-s showe the thrust specific fuel consumption corre-
spending to the thrusts given in fi.e V-4. The fuel consumption
decreases with increaswg flight speed up to a speed of 24OO miles
per how. The fuel consumption also decreases with increasi~ alti-
tude up to the tl’opopause(app&oxtitely 35,000ft), above which it
uemains essentially constant. At very high altitudes (above
100,000 ft), the fuel consllmption~~1. again vary with altitude
because of the va.rtitionin ambient-afiutemperature with altitude
at these heights.

Load-Range Charactertet3cs
●

The assumptions used in the analysis to evaluate the effect of
altitude and flight speed upon the rahge of ram-jet-powered aircraft
are outlined in the appendix. The type of aircraft considered has
a ram-jet engine located at each wing tip and the fuel is stored in
the fuselage. It was assumed that the combined frontal erea of the
two engines was 12.5squarO feet. A combustion efficiency of
90 percent and the optimm combustim-chamber inlet velocity were
also assumed. Performance .curyessimilar to those shown inf<ig-
ures V-2 and T-3 were used tO ob~n Operating points giving the
longest range for the specified flight speed and altitude. In
general, it was found that for the assumption used, the best ranges
were obtained at fuel-air ratios fr~ 0.03 to O.0~ and combustion-
chamber inlet velocities fr~ 180 to koo feet per second.

The.thrust per unit engine frontal area, the thrust minus
engine drag pe-runit engine fron~ area, the net thrust specific
fuel consumption, and the thrust-per unit engine weight used in.
computing the r-es we shown in figure V-6E In estiuuati~ the
engine weights, it was assumed-that the engine length-diameter
ratio was 8 and skin thictiesses tiecessaryto provide reascmalle
hoop stresses were calculated. At low flight speeds and high alti-
tudes where the required skin Wic@esses gave u engine weight
lower tham 700 pounds for a frontal ~ea of lfl.~ square feet, an
engine weight of 700 pounds wae u~ed.

The ratio of disposable load-to gross weight and the initial
fuel rate per mile per ton gross weight is shown in figure V-7’for
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a range.of flight spesds from 1000 to 2~00 miles per hour and alti-
tudes from sea level to U3G,0G0 feet. A K x range scale and
broken guide lines ?,ndicatiggthe Iocationof the origin are marked
for convenience in estimating the range. It may be seen that the
range inc~eases with altltu~ m increases.w$th fl~ght speed up
to 2000 tiles per hour. At an altitude of’50,000 feet,the rango at
2700 mile~ Per hour is EIomewhalj lw~r t~n that at 2000 mileS per
hourj whereas, :atan altitude of 100,000 feet, the ranges at these
two flight epeede are approxhately the same. At altitudes lower
than 50,000 feet, the rawe at 2500miles per hour was found to be
appreciably lowenthan that at 2000 miles per hour. Although the
engine efficiency and thrust Fer unit eng?.nefrontal area increase
as the flight speed increasss f.ra 2000 -to250Q miles Fer ho~~ the
improvemmt in engine yert’omance is too small to ?ff~et the
increased power required for flight at the higher flight speed.
At a flight speed “of2000 tiles pe~ hour, the range increase~ from
500 mile= at’sea level to @lOu”.les at a-altitude of 100,OOQ feet.
The large increase in range w~tli increa~~ng altftud.eoccurs becauae
of the lower airplane drag at the higher altitudes due to the
lower air deneityo

The airplan9 grcss weights calculated for the various fl@ht
conditions shown in figure V-7 are given in tiiefollowing table:

yT’f-!;F?light speed

!$ 1-

The effect of varying the qirylane size upon the range has been
investigated for a flight speed of 200Q miles per hour and an alti-
tude of ~0,000 feet. The airplane gross weight for the case orig-
inally calculated for this flight condition (engine frontal area,
12.5 sq ft) WaS 81,000poundq. It was found that by increasing the
gross weight from 81,OOO to 2~,000 pounds the range was increased
about 15 yercent. A decrease in grose weight tc 50,000 pounds
decreased the range about s percent.

.

.-

.

.

.—

,
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The flight sFeed giving the longest r~e shown in figure V-7
(2000 mph) is”rep~otted fi fiGue v-8 to give a compa~iso~ with the
turbo~et e.adturbo-ram-~bt engines. The renge obtainable with the
ram $et at 2000 miles,per hour and ~,CKKl feet is somewhat greater
than that obtainable at supersonic speeds at this altitude with
either the turbojet or the turbo-rem-jet engina~ and is closely
appr0&ch6d hy the tur%o-ram-jet engfne only at the higher flight
syeed (1800 m@l) wheze the tlu’bo-r~-~et engtne is operating essen-
tially as..aram jet because of the low compressor pressure ratio
at this flight speed. If kerosene had been used as Wne fuel in .
the ram-~et calculations, as was done for the turbo-ram-jot engines
the range at 2@O0 rnllesper hour and ~,000 feet would k@,vebeen
approximately 5 percent greater than that shown in figures V-7 and
V-8 due to the greater density of the kerosene. .
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VI - THE ROCKET ENKLNE

In this section of the report, the rocket power plant is briefly
described, some of the performance paramete~s are discussed, and the
use of this power plant in two of its many applications is considered.
The first case to be considered ie that of the rocket-powered pro-
jectile; the second case is the use of the rocket
an airplane.

Description

The rocket-propulsion system is probebly the
pro~ulsion system recognized. Tke rocket carries

to fv.eland thus has the unique characteristic of
independent .ofthe atmosphere for operation,

The rocket power plant comprises’ea~entially

oldest and simplest
oxidant in addition
being entirely

a rocket engine,
consisting of a combustion chamber and a nozzle, and a ~ropellant~
(fuel plue oxidant) supply system. The propellant-supply system may

either be contained wholly within the combustion chamber (for example,
as a solid material such as used in ordinary pyrotechnic skyrockets)
or the system may consist of propellant tanks, valves, control”s,
injectors, and a pressurizing or a pumpigg system such as would be
required for using liquid propellants. An pmmple of a rocket power
plant using liquid propellants, which is the t~.e discussed in this
~rt of the report, i.sthe well-known German V-2 rocket power plant
in which liquid oxygen.and alcohol were Supplied to the combustion
chamber by means of high-pressure pumps.

Performance Parameters

The rocket-propulsion principle is diagrammatically illustrated
in figure VT-1. In”the combustion chamber of the rocket engine, the
propellants react either spontaneously or after suitable ignition~
releasing.large amounts of heat energy and generating high-tempera-
ture gases at a high rate. By expanding tbe high-.temperaturegases
through Vae nozzle, a portion of the heat energy liberated in tbe
combustion chamber “isconveited into kinetic energy of flow. The
reaction to the momentum of the ejected gases results in the thrust
that propels tbe rocket, or

(1)
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where
●

F thrust, pounds

Wf mass rate flow of prope13.ant,pounds per second

e conve~sion factor, 32,2 pounds per al~ ---

‘e effective exhaust velocity, feet per secon&

Theoretically the effective exhaust-velocitydiffers from the
axial velocity at the center of the nozzle exit by a factor that
correcte for the angle of divergence a of the nazzle and a pressure
correction term that allows fur any difference existing between the

—

exit and ambient pressures. Yor divergence.angles below about 15°
and for small differences between the nozzle exit and ambient pressures,
the effective exhaust-velocity iB theoretically within a few p~ent
of the axial velocity.

The specific impulse I, which Is one of the primary rocket-
englnenperformance parameters, is definad as

s=? (2)
Wf

and is, of course, equal to %/g ●

The speciftc impul~e is the reciprocal 0$ the.thrU8t Rpecific
propellant consumption, in units of seconds; therefore, for low

.—

values of specific propellant consw@i~”, obviously high values
—

of specific impy~seare desirqd. . .

Equations (1) and (2) show that the thrust may be increased
either by increasing the mass rate flow of pro~ellant, which-usu-
ally r6quir6s increasing the size of the rocket, or by increasing
the effective exhaust velocit~. The effective exhaust’velocityor
specific impulsoi:.etis+tiallya measure of the @at. energy.avail-
able for conversion into kinetic energy of flow and the efficiency
of thf3conversion.

-.

The theoretical relation for specific impulse derived on the
basis of perfect-gaslaws and.an i~entroylc expana~on through the
nozzle to ambient pre8sureia

.
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where

R universal

—.

‘[
~

‘T~ a 1 - (P3/Pl)
\

Y
I ‘-——
‘g My-l
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(3)

gae constant, 1.545foot-pounds per ~und-mole per %

Tl combustion temperature, ‘R
● -

M molecular weight of products of combustion,.

Y ratio of specific heats “

P1 ctibustion-chamb-erpressure, pcunds per square inch

P3 nozzle-exit pressure, pounds per square Inch

Equation (3) indicates that to obtain high values of specific
impulse the following properftes would be desirable: high combus-
tion temperatures, low molecular weight of the gases, high c~b~tlon-
chamber pressures, low nozzle-exit pressures, and low ratios of spe-
cific heat. The effect of these factors on specific impulse are
shown in figure VI-2. Values of the quantity

T -p-]
2y

1

‘Y .
A—=

-1
1- (P3/Pl)

Y —

are shown plotted against pre”~sureratio -pl/P for several values
of y in figure VI-2(a). ?Values of the theore ical specific impulse
I are shcwm as a function of T~/M for several valu&s of A. me
value of A increases with ~essure ratio but the rate of increase
is greatly reduced at the hi~ pressure ratios. The value of A
also increases with decreasing values of- 7. Appreciable increases .
in specific impQfle canhe realized by increasing the value of
T1/M and, of course, the gpecific impulse increases with ~creasl~
values of A.

The V-2 rocket engine ope~ted with a chamber pressure of approx-
imately 300 pounds er square inch (sea-level pressure “ratio,20)

?and a value of T1 M of about 250° R resulting in a theoretical
specific Impulse of about 245 pounds-seconds per”pound.

,

.
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In figure VI-3, theoretical values of -specificimpulse I and
the product Id of specific impulse E@ density of propellant are
compared ir.a bar graph far several of t“hswell-knuwn liquid propel-
lants at a pressure ratio of .20, The values of I represent thrust
~er unit weight flow and the values of “ld rejreekmt thrust per
~it-volme flow, The comparison of tbe values of Id is impcmtant
from the standpoint of the gize of the propellant.temks required
and its effect on the weight and drag of the tanks. Thus, from this
considerationhydrogen-oxygen,with a theoretical value of I of
about 350 pounds-seconds~er pound is probally not better than the
alcohol-oxygenmixture because of the low value of Id for hydrogen-
oxygen.

Other factors, of course, have to be considered in the selection
of a rocket propellant, among which are availability, oost, handling,
and storage characteristics.

Rocket-Powered Projectile

.

.

The first application of the rocket power plant .consi.deredis
the rocket-powered projectile. By far the greatest part of the
range of a projectile, unlike an airplane, is covered in free flight
(cqasti~ after the end of power). Th?-cal.oulatlonof the range of
a m~~ectile involves a definite f~@t Plan ~ ~ ~,rfien~ber ~
details. In order to illustrate the effect of some of the variables
on the maximfi range of a projectile on the earth~s surface, however,
the problem maybe simplified by assuming a balli.etictrajectory
(negligibleburning time), and by neglecting the drag of the projec-
tile. Figure VI-4; based on these ass~ptiaas, shows values of specific
im~ulse I plotted against the velocit~ of the projectile at the end
of power for four ratios Qf the ~ropellant weight=to the gross weight
of the projectile. ~ltied in this figure ie an a~proxiutatescale of
the maximum range of the pro~ectile on the earth’s surface. Figure VT-4
shows that the range increases with about th square of the pyecific
impulse, that is, increasi~.the specific impulse by 50 percent practi-
cally doublesthe range. This factor serves to illustrate further
the importance of increasing the specific impulse, The fact thaiithe
range of the projectile varies with about the.eq@ce of the specific
imyulse Is $uI essential difference between a projectile and the air-
plane to be considebed~ for”whibh r&ge”%arie8 with about the flrat
Tower of specific impulse.

Large increases in range can also be realized by increasing the
ratio of propellant weight to gross weight. A limit exists, however,
on the value of this ratio that can be attained with a single rocket.

.

.

. .
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The V-2 rocket with pay load, for exam~le, bad
weight ratio of about 0.65. A vssible method
effect, this ratio is tb.estep-rocket in which
joined as a unit. The i’ocketsare arranged to

46

a propellant to gross
for increasing,-in
two or more rockets are
burn consecutively and

each step is discarded when exhausted of power. ~~With stey-rockets
and available propellants, the velocity of tbfinal step at the end
of power could be about 5_miles per second or 18,000 mile~ vr hour)
which as indicated in figure VI-4 would ~ermit flight to any point on
the earth’s surface or would pe~it eatablisbir!!a permanent orbit at
the earth’s surface. With a velocity of approximately T.miles per
second or 25,000 miles per hour, the final step would esca~e from
the earth’s gravitational field.

Rocket-l?owefiedAirpl~e

In the second ca~e of the application of the rocket pwer plant,
a rocket-powered airplane fa CONidered. The general assumptions
made concerning the airplane in bhe previous parts of this report
and listed in the ap~~endixwere follqwed. The V-2 rocket engine and
the following actual available data (reference 2) for this engine
were used:

Specific impulse.,pounds-seconds per pound . . . . . . . ~ . .218
Sea-level thrust, pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60”,C500
Engine weight, pounds... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..~2~~
Maximum engine diameter, feet . . . . . . . . . “.. “.. . . .

,-

In figure lZt-5,the thrust per unit engine weight is shown
plotted against altitude tor the V-2 engine for the actual specific
impulse of 218 pounds-seconds per pound qnd a curve for a specific
impulse of 300 ~unds-seconds per pound is included for comparison.
At a given altitude the thr& of the rocket engine, unlike the
engines discussed in the prayious parts of this report, is esstintially
constant and Indepcm.dentof flight speed. The thrust increase’sslightly
with altitude as & result of tinefree expansion of the gases frqn the
exit pressure to the lower ambient pressure at altitude. The thrust
per unit engine weight rang% from about 2:-to31 pounds per pound
for a specific tipulse of 218 pounds-secor@s per poiznd. These values
compare with the followlng approximate values.for”the engines dis-
cussed in the previous parts of this report operating at conditions
for best range:

‘P

.
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Thrust per ti-~
Engine engine weight

(lb/lb]

m., -
It Is thus a~arent that the tlmmt per ~~i.tengtie.weightifor the
rockot is appreciably higher than that for any of the other engines.

By increasing the specific impulse by aylyroximately37 percent,
up to a value of 300 po~ds-seconds per pound, the tk-ust and the
thrust.per unit=sngine weight of the rockgt woula we Increased by an
equal percentage. “.

The thrust ~er Wit engine “f~tal area and the t-s~ sPec~ic
propellant consumption for the rocket engine are plotted in figure W-6

.

as a function of altitude for a~ectfiG &pulaes of 218 aud 300 pour@-
-.

seconds per.pound. .The thrust per unit engine frontal.area (fig.~-6(t)) .
for a specific igrpulseof.218 pounds-sec@@ per P.oun~rQ3es from
about 8000 to 9000 younds per square foot> as compared with the follow-

—

ing values for the engine= discussed in the previoug parts of.this
report onerating at conditions for best range:

,

Thrust per unit
Engine engine frontal area

(~/sq ft)

Compound 230
Turbine prop~ller 265-
T’urbo3et ’415
TurbO-rm j& .1%00 :.
Ram Jet 2000

The appreciably larger value”of thru@ per unit engine frontal
area.for the rocket fs indicative of fte compact~ess. This compact=
ness, the large thrust ~er.unit e~ine wej.ght,and the simplicity of
the rocket engine constitute some of the primary advantages of the
rocket. These advantage, however, are obtained at the co6t of a
relatively high thrust specific propel@rt qonsump~on~ as shown in
figure VI-6(b) because the rocket carries its entire working mass. The

*

.
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thrust specific propellant consumption shown for the V-2 engine
ranges from approximately 16.5 at sea level to 14.5 p.rnds per hour
per pound at the higher altitudes, compared with the following values
for the other engines operatj,ngat conditions for best range:

Compound I 0.22

i?iEzl&

The load-range characteristicsof the rocket-~wered airplane
are shown in figure VI-7. The disposable load in pounds per ~und
gross airplane weight is plotted against the initial propellant rate
in pounds per mile per ton”gross airplane weight for several constant
altitudes and supersonic flight speeds. Also included in this figure
are a K x range scale and broken lines indicating the location of’
the origin for convenience in estimating the range. This range,
unlike that for the proje~tile is, of’course, only for the powered
flight.

Inasmuch as the diameter of the engine was less than that of the
propellant tanks (fuselage), it was assumed that the engine could be
placed in rear of the fuselage and hence, the drag of the engine was
taken as zero.. In addition, only the wave @rag of the front’of the
fuselage was used in calculating wave drag.

At sea level, increasing the fli@t speed rapidly increases the
initial propellant rate and consequently decreases the range. At an
altitude of loo,o~ feet, however, increasing the flight speed decreases
the initial propellant rate ~d hence increases the range. At altitudes
between these values there is a transition in the affect of speed on
range. These differences in the effect of speed on range occur because
the predominant drag is from the fuselage at low altitudes and from
the wings at high altitudes. For the conditions yresented, the change
in the disposable load, as for the ram jet, is small compared with the
other engines.

At an altitude of 50,000 feet and a flight speed of 2000 miles
per hour, a gross airplane ~ight of about 365,000 pounds was obtained.
In order to illustrate the effect of gross wetght on range this oon-
dition was recalculated to give gross weights of approximately 200,000
and 50,000 pounds by assumming that the weight and the thrust of the
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engtge varied with the squme and the cubel respectively} of the
engine diameter. The points are @@.lcete@ b~ s$’mbolein figxre VS-7.

*

It is shown that by changing the gross weight from 200,000 to
50,000 pounds the disposable load is changed-by a negligible amount
and the range is decreased by about 15 percent.

The following table lists the .ap-~oximatevalues ofgro6s air-
plane weight for the various altitude and flight-spe~d conditions
considered: ‘- -

—. -.

Altitude a I 3c),ociq 5U,000-—----503
!

‘=mss”weight
q

Flight qeed (lb) i
(m~h) —. –i
1000 234,500 377,600 ‘440,200 1482,500’
2000 ‘98,300 249,000 365,600 ~4r/4,2001
2000 =------..------- 2oo,floo~l-------I
2000 ------- ------- 50,000bl--------I
3000 46,7’00158,900 292,300 1462,900I
5000 17,500 70,000 177,300 !434,900

aEngine thrust, 40,000 lb; engine weight, 1550 lb.

bllnginethrui3t,11,200 lb; engine weight; 670”lb.

The best operating condition shown for the rocket is a flight
speed of 5(?00miles per hour and an altitude of 100,000 feetz At
this condition, the disposable load is 0.695 pound Ter pound gross
weight, the initial propellant rate is 0.91 pound Fer ton-mile ~roso
weight, and the indicated range is 1387 miles

Comparison and Application

For purposes of comparing the rocket en@e with the $et engines
discussed in the previous parts of this r~ort, cofiditioneat a flight
speed of 3000 miles per hour and altitudes of 50,000 and 100,OOO feet
were chosen for the rocket en@ne. Tbe..ccmparisonis shown in figure VI-8
for the rocket, the ram--$et,the turbo-ram-jet, and the turbojet eng~s
in a plot similar to that of figm”e VI-7X The dispoea%le load is slightlY
higher for the rocket than for the ram jet but the initial propellant
rate has been increased with a consequent decrease h ra%~e. The rocket

., sngine therefore would have applications,in hi&-speed, shorti-range

--—
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airplanes where low engine weight, compactness, and.simplicity of the
engine are at a yremium and propellant consumption is a secondary
consideration. .

In addition to the ability of the rocket engine to provide pro-
pulsion outside the earth’s atmosphere, the rocket is unique in pro-
viding enormous amounts of thrust from a simple and compact unit, and
thus is applicable in cases such as powering artillery-type projec-
tiles, missiles such as the V-2, and auxiliary power for airplanes,
pilotlees aircra~t, and mlsslles.

.

,

.
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DISCUSSI(IHOF PCS”ITIONOF S~ .431?CRM?P-PROPULSION

SYST3!M3m SI’EEZJ-RANGE EmwTRUM

.

.

.

The tiit per unit engine frontal area, thrust per unit engine
~ei@t, speciffc fuel consumption, load-carrying cayacity, fu.sl-
consumption rate per ton-mile, and range for the various power ylants
~alyzed arq discmsed in detail in the individual parts of this
report. In this section a recapitulation is made of the performance
of the various prop~.sion systens on the besis of their position in
plots of disposable LWd against fuel rate per ton-mile and range.
Each point in t~se plots IS a design point, that is, the engine iS
assumed to be ti~igea specific~ly fo~ the oyerating conditions
corresponding to that point.

The disposable load per pound of airplane gross w.i@t is Plotted
against ititi~ f~l rate per ton-file (based.on gross weight of
.air’pkne)in flgu-e D-1 for SUbSonic flight.for two cases:

(a) Constant lift-drag ratio condition: A constant lift-tiag
ratio of 1S for the airplane (minw nacelle) was assumed at all
fli~t coziiitione(fig. D-1(a)).

(b) LMtingwing-hmdtng conditio~: A lift-drag ratio of I-8
was assumed only for fli@ conditions for which the resulting wing
loading is 80 po~ds per sq~ foot or Isss; for other flight Con-
ditions, the valus of the lift-drag ratio was reduced to give a wing-
loading velue of 80 Qounds per square foot (fig. D-1(b)). The values
of l~t-drag ratio for this case are shown in figure D-2.

The disposable load in figure D-1 includes the wei~t offuel
plw tanks and tb pay-load weight. The values on the K x range scale
shown were obtainet by caputing the raiiioof the disposable load to
the initial fuel rate pel’tun-ti,lemultiplied by a factor of 2000
pounds per ton to correct .fQrthe difference in units between the
ortiate and abscissa and dividedby 1.1 to adjust the range for the
weight of fuel tanks. The factor K corrects for the variation in
fuel rate per ton-mile iiming the fl~.ght. It is defined as the ratio
of the average to the initial fuel rate per mile yer ton of initial
gross weight. The value of K depends on the filght plan and the
gross weight of the airplane at the start and at the end of fltght.
It may be computed for a large number of-fli@t plans bymeam of
equation (A9) of the appendix.
fran the Breguet range equation
asszmeilthat the flight is made
stant specific fuel consumption
on the left side of figure D-1.

Illustrative values of K, determined
(equation (A13)) in which it is
at a constwt’ lift-drag ratio and con-
(lb/hp-hr), are shown by the curve
From the abscissa of this graph, the
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va3ue of K cwre spmding to a
ratio of the fuel load consumed
of the airplane can le’read.

NACA TN NO. 1349

value of the ordinate equal to the
in flight to the initiel groes weight

—

.

●

Illustrative curves ere shown for the compound, the tur%jmo-
proyeller~ the turbojet,and the tur%o-zarjet engines. l’hecurves
for the turbine-propeller and Compound en@nes overlapped end to
avoid confusion the parts of the curves of each engine we18edeleted
in the re@-.onwhel*ethat engine gave 10WS1*disposable load.th the
other for the seinef1Ight speed and,fuel rate per ton-mile. The max-
imum remge a.teach operating point is obtained when the total.d.is-
posable l_oadis assure@ to be fwl. The value of K x range corres-
pOn&hlg to this can&ltion is obtained”by drawing q strai@ -
through the origin mid the”Msired fli@.t c.atiiti~ to the K .xran@
scale. Such a line is illustrated in figure D-1(a) for the compound “ ..
engin~ .ata flight speed of.200 milee per hour and an altitude of
30,~0 feet. ‘Zt is noted that fo~”these ccxulitio~ the value of
K x range is approx~hn~tely7400 mi?.es. By reading horizontally
from the value of the ratio of disposable load to-gross weight, a
value of K of 0.74 is obtaf~d frw & c-e On tie left side of

.

the figure. When-this value of K is divide& into K-x remge, It
gives the vslueof range of 10,000 miles. For a shorter range it is
possibk to carry a pay 10a& @ the division between fuel and pay”load -
can be read from this figure. For e~ple, for a value.of K x range
of 2000 miles, as ill~trated in figure D-1(a), the vertical distance
from the point correspondtig to & de&&ed f~ght condition to tie
line that connects Kx r-e . 2000 to the origin is the pay load
per pound of ~OSS w6@Qt, ~ the remainder of the vertical distance
tothe abscissa is the fuel load”(fncl~ding tank) in pounds per pouzld
of gross we?g$t. The value of K is determhd from the left-hand
curve corresponding to t~s value of fuel lo~ (including tank) per
airplane fpot3sweight. Fuel resemm for emergpncy must, of ccur6e,
be deducted from the pay load. J

The structuralweight and the engine weight per unit of initial

gross weight of the airplane can also be read frti figure D-1. The
distance from unity to 0.6 represents the structtial weight per unit
gross we@t because it was ass~ed in the preparation of this chart
that the structural weight,~r unit gross we~&t ;as 0.4. !t’heverti-
cal distance from the structural weight llne (0.6 ordinate in fi~. D-1)
to any desired operating point gives the value of “the“installedengine
weight “(includingpropeller far the propeller-type engines) per unit
of airplane gross weight.

The effect of a change in the assumptions wtth regard to the
structural weight or the engine weigh~m readily be seen in this

.-

.
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f’igui’e.For example, if the structural weight per unit gross weight
is decreased from-O.& to J;3, the Improvement is di~ectly reflected
as an equal increase in disposable load, that is, each.~int in fig-
ure D-1 is ~tai.sedby an amount of’0.1.

The effect of a reduction in engfne weight is introduced by
reducing the -Terbi~].df.a~nce from the operating point to the struc-
tural weight line (0.6 in fig. D-1) by an amount equal to the per-
centage reduction in i.nstal,ledengine weight. It is noted that for
the compound engine and the turbine-propeller engine a reduction-in
weight at high flight speeds has a Breater beneficial effect on the
range~of the airplane than the same percentage reduction in engine
weight at a low flight speed. The effect of a 40-percent reduction
in weight of the turbine-propeller engine .(includingpropeller) at
a flight speed of 500 miles per hour is illustrated in figure.D-l(b)
by the dashed curve labeled A, which was obtained by movi~ the
solid curve for 500 miles per hour for this engine vert~cally in the
manner $ust described.

The”eff’ectof’a change in spectfi.cfuel oonsumptfon from the
values used In the preparation of figure D-1 can be introduced bY
changing the abscissa.values proportionally to the &iange in speciftc
fuel consumption. The values of e~ine weight per unit thrust and .
specific fuel consumpti.onsused in the preparation of the summary
figures can be obtained from the individual parts of this report.

The effect of a change in lift-drag ratio L/D (airplaqe minus
nacelles) can be indicated in figure D-1 for any gJYOn”OPer@ti.n8 .
point by moving the point along a line passing through the operating
point and yoint _X (located at the coordinates abscissa = 0, ordin-
ate = 0.6) on the basis that the distanm of the operating point
from point X is inversely proportional to the value of L/D. The
points In figures D-l(a) and D-1(b) at the same operating condition
for a given engine therefore fall on a common’1.ine@ssing thl?ough
point X.

The ef~ect of change in the ratio r of nacelle drag to engine
thrust can be indicated b a simi~r ~nner on the basis that thb
distance from the operating point to point X is tnverseiy propor~
tional to 1 - r. For example the effect of shifting to a completely
submerged installation (r = 0~ can.be obtained by moving the oper-
ating point in figure D-1 toward “pointX a distance proportio~l to
the corresponding value of r used in the preparation of figure D-1.
The values of r corresponding to the opez%ting conditions of fig-
ure D-1 can be obtained from the curves in the individual parts of
this report. Points B, C, and D in figure D-l(b) we~e obtained..inthe “
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manner Jusl.-descrjbedand illustrate the effect of a shiftito a Com-
pletely submerged installation for the ~ompound, turbojet, and turbine-
propeller engines, res-pectively,for the highest speed shown for each
of these engines at the best altitude, as shown in the following ta%le:

.

The importance of 8uWerging the engine for htgh-speed flight is
evident.

Exeminaticn of eqwtions (A5) and (A7) reveals the basis for the
foregoing discussion on shiftip.gthe position of the curves in ff~eD-~”

For high flight speeds at low al.titnde~-thecondition of a con-
stant lift-drag ratio Lo of 18 (fig. D-1(a)) imposes wing loadings .
fm above the values currently used, The limited wing-loading condition -
(fig. D-1(b)) is in some respects the more practical.condition in that
it takes cognizance ~f the take-off and landing problem. It-shofid
%e noted, however, that the performance showr.i~figure P-l(a) for t~
Constant lift-drag ratio considered is possible even in the high Win$- .

loading range if special.means are pravided for take-off, such as take-
off from a mother ship at high speeds.

When flight speed is decreased or altttude is .increas@d,a region
of operation ts reached where the lift-drag ratio of 18 can be obtained
with a wing loading of 80 pounds per squexe foot or less. In this
region the curves of figl,lreD-l(b) agree with the corresponding curves
of figure D-1(a). Outside of this region In the case of figure D-l(b),
the lift-drag ratio must be reduced to meet the wing-loading condition
with the result that a decrease in disposable load and increase in
fuel rate per ton-mile is obtained with respect to the corresponding
flight condition in figure D-l(a). The varlati.onof the lift-drx ratio
to meet the limiting wing-loading condition is shown in figure D-2.
The adverse effect of the wing-loading limitation increzses w:th
increase in speed and decrease In altitude. Hence; with the win$-
loading limitation it is necessary to fly at high altitudes to achieve
long range at high speeds.

It is noted that ”o~the engines considered.the ccmpound engim
provides-the lowest tiel rate per ton-mile. The cruise PerfOrm~ce
for this engine (engine speed, 2200 rpm; inlet-msaifold pressure,
40 in. Eg absolute; fuel-afr ratio, 0.063) was used in the preP~atton
of’figure D-1. The greatest range shown in figure D-1 for the compound

.
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engine occws at mobrate-ta-high altitudes and at the lowest s~eea

inves~i.~.tea (200 mph). The disposable load of the compound e~ne
decreases and the fuel I’ateper ton-mile increases as the flight
s~eeflis increased.. For high flight syeeds, it is therefore neces-
sary to replace the ccmpound.engine by a lighter and smaller
frontal-area engine per unit thrust in or&r to restore the dis-
posable Zoailto a high “value. In the moderate qlti’tuderaage ~tha%
is, between 15,000 and 30,900 ft ~e~eriding.onspeed), the turbine-
propeller engine shows better performance then the compound engine
at ell spee~s (fig. D-1). This superiority in”performance is the
result of the lower wei~t and swller frontal ‘kreaper unit thrust
of the turbine-propeller e~ne at these altitudes.

Because of the reduction in power of the turbine-propeller “
engine with increase in altitude, in contrast to the compound engine
(which is supercharged), the weight and the frontal.area of.the
turbine-propeller engine pe? unit power exceed that of the c~pound
en@ne at high altftudes. At high speeds it is advantageous to
operate at hig?haltitudes in order to obtain a htgh lift-drag ”ratio
of the airplane consistent with a limited ti.ngloading (figtiD-2).
Hence, became it maintains its power to high altitude, the com-
pound engine is capable of greater rsmge than the turbine-pro@ler
engine at high speeds. (Compme for example, the CmVeH for 5~ ~h
for the comyound engine and turbine-propeller engine in fig. D-l(b)).

This .analysisis based cn a consideration of the weights and
performance of current engines and propellers. The turbine-prope~er
engine is of recent development and large reductions in weight-
per unit thrust may be achieved in the future. ‘Special prOPeller6
may be developed that will provide high6r efficiency at high speed .
than the propeller used in this analysis. When these imPro~e~nts
are realized the turbine-proReller engine may be suitable for
much higher speed operation than infiicatedin the present anelysis.
For example, the dashed curve in figure D-l(b) labeled A shows
the performance that.may be obtained at 50Qmiles Per hour if the
weight of the turbine-propeller engine (including propeller} is -
reduced 40 percent. This anelysis is limited to a discussion of “’
the engines on the basis of present performance and wei@ts, s@-
no attempt is made to predict such future possibilities.

For both engines utilizing propellers, the disposable load per
ton of gross weight decreases rapidly and the fuel rate per ton-
mile increases with an increase in flight speed.. The fuel rate per
ton-mile for the turbo~et engine, however, decreases with increase
in flight speed because of the attendant increase in propulsive
efficiency. For very high speeds (550mph and higher), the range
with the turbojet engine for the limiting wing-loading condition
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(fig. D-l(b)) exceeds that for the engines utilizing propellers. As
comyared with the comTound and tu”:bi.ae-propeilereggines, the weight
and the.f~>ontalarea per unit thrust of the turbofletenging is low;
hence, the disposable load per unit gross airplane weight is high.
For short r- operation at high speed, the load-c.=rYing c.aP~ttY
of the turho~et engine-is therefore greater tk for the two engines
using propellers.

In the case of the turbo$et engine with cgnstant lift-drag ratio
(fig. D-1(a)); the range is nearly independent of altitude; whereas
the range decreases rapidly with decrease in al.ti.tudewith the wing-
loading limitation 80 pounds per square foot (fig. D-l(b)). For a
constant altitude of 30,000 feet, it.is noted in figure D-1(b) that
as speed is increased the range first increases, reaches a maximum
at a flight speed sll@t.1$ greater than 400 miles par hour, and then
decreases with furthar increase in flight speed. The increase in
range with flight speed up,to the maxirn~ range is the result of the
increased propulsive efficiency oi the jet engine with speed. MSXi-
mun range occurs .atthe point at which the r6duction in lift-drag
ratio introduced by the wing-loading limitation offsets the increase
in propulsive efficiency. TIM reduction in range with i.ncreaeein
speed beyond this point is the result of the further reduction in
the lift-drag ratio required to meet.-thelimiting wing-loading con-
dition. At an.alti.tmdeof 50,000 f~etj the lift-drag ratio of 18
does not result in the wing-loading limitation being exceeded at any
speed Qver the ranQe shown and there is a progressive increase in
range with increase i~~.epeed.

The turbo-rm-jet engine provides a smell increase in disposable
load with respect to “thet~bojet engine againat the cost of an
appreciable increase.infml rate per ton-mile, with”the result that
the maximum range is_less than that of the turbojet engine. The
turbo-rem-jet engine c- be converte& to a tubo~et eng~e merely bY
shutting cff_the fuel flow to the tafl pipe and adjust= the exit-
nozzle area. The tail-pipeburner CM he turned on.when boost Power
is desired. The tvrbo-ram-jet engine shows a decrease h fuel rate
per -ton-mile”and..aniucreaseof.range with increased flight speed.

-’ -.

The results of the analysis at supersonic.speeds for a twbo$et
engine, a turbo-ram-~et engine, a-ram-jet engine, and a rocket engine
are swmae.rizedin figure D-3. In the case of supersonic flight, the
frontal area was kept.at a minimum. The fuselage volume was taken
as that sufficient to hotie the disposable loa& on the assumption
that the entire dispo@abla load has thedenisty. of fuel; “thedrag of
the fusekge w~’cqmp”uted ~n each c~e ~ this ~asis. “Ther6ck8’k
engine was assumed to be located in the rear of the fuselage; whereas
the other engines were ~s~ed to be housed in separate nacelles in
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the wjng and the drag of
wing was assumed to have
of the structural weight

.
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the nacelles was taken into account, The
a constant lift-dxag ratio of 7. The ratio
to gross weight was taken as 0.3.

The maximum range, as in the -previouefigures, is o%taine~ by
drawing a strajght line from the ori@~ t&ou@ the opere,tioncd.
Point desired to the K x range scale. The value of K for the
su~ersonic airp~es is cloee to @ty (between 0,9 and 1.0 for
~ost points in fig, D-3) teca~e the K@ drag in the range of con-
ditions shown iS small. compared with the s~ of the fuselage and
nacelle drag; hence, there is little change in drag of the airplane
with cons~ption of fuel ~d little change in the fuel ra%e per
mile experienced during a giivenflight. I?orany range less than the
UM.XWW range, the pay load car-be determined.in the manner descri%ed.
in the discussion of figure D-1. The structural weight and the
engine wei@t can be readfrom fi~e D-3 ~. the manner described
for figure D-1. The remarks on the determination of the effects of
variation of stru~tur~ weight ~ engine wei@t made ill connection
with figure D-1 are a.ppro~i~tely true for fi~e D-3.

For the turbojet engine, the fuel rate per ton-mile decreases
with increase in ~tit-u~e, but does not change greatly with speed
for a constant altitude for the range of conditions sho~ in fig-
ure D-3. The disposable lmd, however, increases with speed. X’or
each point in fi~e D-3, the pressure ratio of the tin%ojet engine
was taken as that va~e which gave-the ~ti~ thrust per unit air
flow. The compressor pressure ra,ti.odecreased with increased speed
and approached the val~ of 1.0 at 1400 miles~er hour. At.this
speed the turbojet approached a ram Jet in operation; however, the
comlnzstion-chanibertemperature limit wad maintained a.tls40° F.-

In the tur%o-ram-jet engine by burning @ditional fuel in the
tail pipe to temperatures much hi@er th~ 1540° F, it was possible
to obtain coneide~bly more thruet per unit engine weight and hence
the disposable loa& ficraased over that of the turlojet. In this
engine the compressor pre~g~e ratio was ~ikewise chosen to give
maximum thrust per unit of air flow and decreased with increase in
flight speed.. The compressor pressure ratio approached.a value of
1.0 at a fli@t speed of l@)o miles per hour and at this speed.the
turbo-ram-jet er@ne approached a rau jet in operation.

In the case of the rm-jet engine, the range increased with
Increase in flight speed and altitude for conditions investigated.
A number of flight speeti ahd altitudes are considered in the sec-
tion on the ram jet. In oraer to avoid confusion, only one flight
speed (2000 mph) is shoti in figure D-3; the location of the points



at 30,000 and 50,000 feet are tid.icated. It is noted-that the rsm-jeti
engine gives better perfor~wce than the turbo-r~- jet or the turbojet
engine and ip approached by only the turbo-rem-je~ engine when ~at
engine approaches a ram Jet in operatien, “thatiE?,when the co~ressor
pressure ratio a~rcache~ 1.0. The rem-~et engine has the dleadvantage
that at take-off the thrust i~ zero. ‘Theturbo-rm-jet engine has
the advantage of yroviding good performurce at high speeds h havi~
appreciable thrust to assist in take-off.

The performance oflthe airplane eqwtyped with the rocket engine
varies with altitude ad flimt speed ad iS discussed In detail in the
section on the rocket engine. Om curve for a flight speed of 3000 miles
per hour 3s shown in figure D-3 with the points for 100,OOO and 50,000
feet indicated, Becauee of its Iighteu weight per unit ~t but
higher egecific propellant co~~ytion, the rocket engine p:ovides a
slightly higher .disposableload but co~iderably shorter range than
the ram-jet engine. The rocket engine cannot compete with other engines
on the basis of long-range aircraft operation, but it does have appli-
cation for short-range operation where its s~licity and lightness of
weight are important considerations.

.

In conclusion, it is again emph~ized that these charts are net
intended to be applied to the general sel~ctdon of power plants fOr
specific aircraft.design problems, but are intended merely to provide
perspective. For any specific aircraft design pr@lemj a sep~ate
analysis is required with assurnpthns and conilitims that accurately
apply,

.

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory,
National Advi60rg Committee fcfrAeronautics~=

Cleveland, Ohio, April 21, 1947.

.
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.

APmmmx - GENERAL ASSUMFTIONS

In order to ~~ure a fair com~arisGn of all the engine types
comid,ered, corn-pci!~r.tsused ly more than one eI;ginewere assumed.
to have equal efficiencies on each of the enginse. For exemyle,
for all the engines, the inlet dtifuser was assumed to recover
90 percent of the dynamic pressrre in the subsmic speed range;
in the supe%soaic spee& r~n$e, the ratio of the total pressure at
tliediffuser exit to the total free-strem total pressure @o
was assumed to vary with Mach a~her ~ in the following manner:

k 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Pd/Po 0.960 0.957 0.937 0.877 0.802 0,717

The nacelle drag in the subsonic speed range was Weed on
maximum nacelle croes-eectional area and the drag coefficient CD
varied with Mach number ~ in the following manner:

MO 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7

CD 0.0556 0.0556 0,0560 0.0580 0.0655

In the supersonic speed range, the nacelle drag was evaluated
ly considering the drag as composed,cf two components, one due to
skin friction and the second due to wave formation. T%e skin-
friction drag coefficient was assumed to have a value of 0.003
based on wetted area and the wave drag was found es the prcduct of
the incompressible velocit~ head ~ twice the maxhmm cross-
sectional area minus the n&elle-inlet and the nacelle-exit area,
and the wave-drag “tioeff”ic@ntCD,l, values of which are given In
the following table:

% 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

%,1 o.1o 0.129 ~O 106 0.086 0.074 0.064 0.054

For the propeller engines, the propeller efficiency 7P was

assuned to vary with flight Mach number ~ in the following
manner:

M. .0.2 0,4 0.6 0.7 0.8

Tp 0,85 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.70

The propeller weight was assumed to wry with engine skaft
power, flight velocity, and altitude, where a sufficiently large
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propeller was provided to attain the prcpeller efficiencies Iieted
in the preceding table. For the high-velocity, 10w-~ltitUde CSJ3CW,
these ~ropeilers are probably inadequatefor take-df conditions.
For a ~haft outyut of 2W30 horsepower, the following propeller
weights were used: -..

I 1001 200 300 400 500

Altitude Propeller wei.@t
(ft) {

.

0 I1090 ’820

30,000 ---- 1810

50,000 ,. ---” ----

For other sha!?t
the 0.8 power of the

(lb)

T593 442

1315 970

2740~2000

powers, the propellgr weight= Wp
shaft power

--l

--l
300

660

1360

varied as

(Al)

For all turbirte-typeengines, a compreeeor efficiency of 85 per-
cent and a turbine efficiency of 90 pen”&t were,used. me effi-
ciencies were based on total temperature~ and pressures. The .steady-
flow combwtion chsmbers used in turbine-type engines were assumed
to he 95 percent efficient, and the tail-pipe burner of the turbo-
ram-jet engine and the rem-jet “c6mbusti&ichember Were aemmed to .
be 90 ~ercent efficient.

In determining the perfomnance of aircraft using the various
engines, severa2 ~~umptio~ had to be made donceming the aircraft
it-self. The aircraft-gross weight was considered to consist of
en@ne.wei@t, fuel weight, Otsuctural”wei@t~ and pay load, The
engine weight was asaumed to include-eng=im accessories and ~opel-
ler. rn the subsonic case, the struct~al wei&ih ~~~ch fi~~uded
nacelles and control-equipmentweight b~t–not fuel t~~ w~i@t~
waE assumed to be 40 percent of the gross airplane”welght. The
tank wei@t was usumed to be 10 percent of the fuel weigjht. The
maximum lift-drag ratio of the subsonic airplane (minus nacelle
drag) was assumed to be 18. In cases where the wi~ loa@i~.gwas
limited to 80 pounds per square foot, the I&t-drag ratio for any

b

●

b

.

●

*
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operatIng condition was fownd assuming the profile-drag coefficient
of the aircraft l,essaacelles to be 0.019, while the maximum lift-
drag ratio for the aircraft remained at 18. .This is equivalent to
the assumption of an effective eapect ratio of 7.84. For these
assumptions, the lift-dreg ratio can be maintained at 18 for fli@t
conditions with a value of q less than 117.0 pounds per square
foot with the wtingloading below 80 pounds per square foot. For
higjhervalues of q, the wing loading was held constant at
80 pounds ~er square foot and the lift-drag ratio was reduced
below 18 in accordance with the following equation:,-

(M)

With these assumptions as to the aircraft characteristics end
with a knowledge of engine performance, aircraft load-range
characteristics may be found. The disposable load per wit nacelle
frontal area is

Wd ‘Lwe-ws=O”m~ -we “ ““ir A A

where

A nacelle frontal area, sq ft

Wa total disposable load, lb

‘g gross weight of airphan$, 1%

we $mwer-plent,weight (in@.dhg propeller), lb

Ws structural wei@t of airplane, 0.4 Wg, lb

where

The aircraft gross load per unit nacelle

F net thrust of

~ nacelle drag,

engine, lb

lb

(M]

frontal area is

(A4)

LO lift-drag ratio of airpl~e without n~elles
,,
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From equations (A3) and (A4), the ratio of disposable to gross
load is -

which determines the

The abscissa is

where

—

Wd We/F

~=o’6-
(1 - +),L,D) ““

ordinate of the subsonic load-range.cu~we.

found as follows:

Wf’ Wf
—.. = L.

A AVO

(A5)

(A6)

b

●

✍✎

Wff tnt.tialfuel rate, lb/mile.
s

Wf fuel fl.ow,lb/hr

V. flight speed, mph 4

From equations” and (A6), the abscissa of the load-range
curve Is

1
wf/F

‘-=~-~)(L/D)

(A7)

When all of the disposable load ie cons~dered.as fqel and tank load,
the range is a maxiumm an? this indicated maximum range is det~zmlned

--

as the ratio of the cxrdinate”to.the abstii~~a.OR th=.lo~-r~ge c~e~
with a factor of 1.1 included to account for tank weight. The range
factor KR is o’btainedfrom equations (A5) and (A7) as

%hg
3s23= mlles (A8)

wf’/wg 1.1

An exact evaluation of K, which is the ratio of the average
to inftial fuel rate per mile per ton initial gross weight, involves
the complete flight @an as well as the engine ad aircraft-char-
acteristics. If it is assumed that the thrust power specific fuel
consumption of the engine and the drag-lift ratio @ the airplane

.,

9
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vary linearly with
of K in term of

1 loge

63

the airplane gross weight, the general value
initial and final conditions can be derived:

‘o
=

where

(D/L).

(D/L)~

A(D/L)

‘o

f~

Af

Wo .

WI

AW

(D/L}.
log

e m;

‘W[’-%%l[;-’w%l

final drag-lift ratio, lb/lb

(D/L)o- (D/L)l, lb/lb <.

Initial thruet power specific fuel consumption,
lb fuel/thrust hp-hr

final thrust power specific fuel cmsumption,
111fuel/tfiust hp-hr,

fo- fl, lb fuel/thrust hp-hr

initial aircrgft gross wei@t, lb

final aircraft gross weight, lb

fuel burned .wo-

If the
consumption
reduces to

drag-lift ratio
rega~.ncons@nt

K=

WI, lb

and the thrust power specific fuel
du@ng the fligh$ equation (A9)

NJ
W(). _

-logefi - ~~d ‘o

(A9) “

(A1O)

which WOUld also follow from the Breguet range equation.
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If equivalent values used.in the analysts are suhstltuted in
this equation, the simplified K as used on the load-range curves
is found.

:.-

where the d.isposa%leload Is all fuel end tanks

W. 9 Wg (A12)

~ Wd
.—- —
1,1 Wg

K = -----

-loge
F-+%)

(A13)

It is to be noted that AW is not--equalto Wd. This fs because
the fuel tank weight was included.iu the disposable load; but hxas-
much as the tanks were not considered expendable, AW was taken
as equal to the fuel load only (&Wd). The value of K camputed

from equation (A13) is plotted to the left of the o??dinate ‘d~g
for all subsoriicload-range figures.

For conditions where less than the maximum range is required,
all of the disposable load is not used for f@l_and’tanlm. In
these cases, the ratio of fuel plus tank weight to initial gross
weight is equal to K x range times the ratio of initial fuel
rate per mile to the initial gross weight.

This value can be obtained graphically on the load-range plot
by drawing a vertical line through the cperating point and a?other
straight line Joining the origin to the desired value of K x range.
For this range, the vertical distance from the intersection of
these two lines to the abscissa gives the desired value of fuel
(plus tank) weight per unit initial airplane gross weight. The
K curve previously described is entered at the ordinate of this
intersection to determine the corresponding value of K.

In the supey~onic case, the structural weight (less tank
weight) was “assumedto be 30 percentiof the gross weight-and t,he
fuel-tank weight to ‘be10 percent of the fuel weight. The lift-.
drag ratio of the mpersonic wing (L/D)w k“eEtisumed to ~~ 7,

and the fuselage drag was calculated in the same manner as the
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supersonic nacelle dr&. The fuselage size was determined by
making the fuselage large enough to hold the maximum amount of
fuel that could be carried at each operating CO1lditiOn, The
fuel was aaaum.edto have a density of 50 pounds per cubic foot
for the turbine enginesj 45 pounds per cubic foot for the r-
Jet, and 62.4 pounds per cubic foot for the rocket. The fUSO-
lage voluulewas fo~d by e,asuming.the”fuselageto be a oylinder
with conical ends with an included angle of 20°, the over-all
fuselage finm.e~s ratio being 12. For control volume in all
supersonic caaes, 2 cubic feet per ton of aircraft was allowed
in the fuselage.

With these aasumptione as to the aircraft characteristics
and with known engine performance, the aircraft load-range
characteristics can be found, The disposable load of the air-
craft is

The gross weight Of

-we-w8=o.7wg-we

the aircraft is

(A.14)

- Wg= (L/D)w(F -~ -Df) .w~ (A15)

where D is a drag due to the fuselage and is-found ly the fol-
lowing e&ation:

(Wd Wd + We 2/3

Df=~- ~+’~
)( )

0.4528 ~,1, + 8.34 CD,F (A26)

where

!10

%

%, I

CD,F

incompressible dynamic pressure (i/2 p V02), lb/sq ft

fuel density, lb/cu ft

wave-drag coefficient

skin-friction drag coefficient, 0.003

Wd
The term in equation (A16) is the volume of fuel required

g
Wd + We

and the term
~ is the control volme allowed in each case.
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By-combining eqnations (A15) and (A16), an equation involving
the engine weight md the disposable load can be found.frcxn

deposable load by tr2al-and-

- - s.%,

1](0,4528 CD ~ + 8.3.4CD-,F)
.’

Wd + We

= —Er-”

With disposable load known, the gro,ssweight can be calculated and
the fuel rate per ton-mile then determined as in the subsonic case.
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